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INTRODUCTION
In order to know the business reality of the Sector and adapt our services and actions,
accomplishing the statutory ends in the most effective way, SERCOBE prepares this
traditional publication. This is done with the support and encouragement of the Spanish
Industry of Capital Goods, whose representation we feel honoured to exercise. SERCOBE
produces this traditional publication that presents data of production, employment and
exports of our Sector during the year 2012, along with the forecasts for 2013.

The first part contains the statistical analysis of the economy, both at national and
international level, and a detailed study of the Capital Goods Industry, based on data
provided by the National Institute of Statistics, INE, and the Ministry of Economy and
Competitiveness and also on those of the survey annually done by SERCOBE among the
most representative companies of the sector according sizes and specialisations. Reports
prepared by several departments of the Spanish Government, the European Union and the
European associations of the sector are also considered. 

Experiences learned through direct, continuous and personalized contact with our
Associates are also included. We obtain from our Associates information about their
development, problems and needs. We forward it to our competent Authorities thus
providing legislative suggestions which may contribute to the development of our Sector
and that of the entire industry.

Moreover, information and numerical data collected are useful to companies as a
comparison to assess the situation in each business segment. 

In the second part of this publication, we present the structure, activities and work done by
SERCOBE as employers’ association representative of the national Capital Goods Industry.

The Spanish Capital Goods Industry in 2012

The Spanish Capital Goods Industry has faced a difficult year 2012 with a further decline in
activity after the short advance (0.8%) obtained in 2011. 

The context in the EU has not been favourable. Problems persist within a good number of
countries, relating to financial unbalances and unemployment, thus increasing the
uncertainty on economic policies to apply. 

Similarly, the Spanish economy has suffered the necessary adjustments in the public
accounts and in the situation of banks. 

Consequently, the weakness of Domestic Demand (–16.8% in Apparent Consumption of the
sector) is reflected in a decrease in Turnover of –5.2% in real terms. This represents a total
volume around 37,300 million Euros, which places us in 2005 values.

This evolution of the whole presents substantial differences when analysing the different
activities and sizes of companies that make up our Sector and full information on such
characteristics is given in the following pages.

Employment records a further decline of –0.5% (–0.1% in 2011) with a total near 180,000
people directly employed and more than twice as much in indirect employment. All this
took place despite the efforts made to maintain highly skilled jobs.
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INTRODUCTION
The response of our industry to the difficult conjuncture has been to maintain and even
intensify the exporting activity, which manifests itself in a new breakthrough of Exports
growing, third consecutive year, by 5.1% in real terms. The value of 33,400 million Euros of
Export is 89% of the Turnover, placing it as the first exporting sector at national level.

The struggle for competitiveness has resulted in a moderate increase in Sale Prices
estimated at 1.2% for the sector as well as in Salaries and Wages, in the order of 2%.

Thus, progress has been achieved in the Gross Value Added with an increase estimated in
3%. Own Investment of the Sector in Productive Assets maintains a weight of 2% on
Turnover.

As a consequence of the delicate situation and climate of austerity, Corporate Results have
experienced a strong reduction with a value of –90% as average of the Sector. This
represents 0.5% of the Turnover, a high percentage of the companies in the sample posting
losses.

Finally, Intake of Contracts signed in the year shows a decline of –3.1%, a worrying figure
although less steep than that of Turnover.

Forecasts

Problems and doubts persist in the EU about the guidelines to follow.

Risk premium has reduced its value, but the credit crunch persists in the banking 
sector. Improvements are evident in Foreign Balance, responding to increased
competitiveness.

The path forward is to tackle re-industrialization decisively, supporting Industrial
productive investment of the companies in order to increase their competitiveness
through technological improvements in their products and processes, fostering
innovative co-operation, maintaining the boost to the export effort and focusing on
training of quality human capital.

The manufacturing industry, and within it that of Capital Goods, has demonstrated its
responsiveness to the complex economic situation, with its achievements in the difficult
foreign markets, ongoing commitment to technology as distinguishing fact and
facilitating product and process technologies leading again to the growth of our
economy.

Gratitude

We express our gratitude to the associated companies, for their trust in this Association and
to all companies participating in the survey, which have enabled this analysis of the sector
providing their data and qualitative estimates. We also thank the Ministries of Industry,
Energy and Tourism, and Economy and Competitiveness with which SERCOBE is in close
collaboration.
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1
GENERAL CONTEXT

1.1. THE INTERNATIONAL ECONOMY 

The Year 2012

There is a generally decreasing activity level in
Europe after the timid advances obtained in 2011.
Negative rates appear in GDP, Domestic Demand and
even in Industrial Production. Employment falls
accordingly and Unemployment Rate increases, while
Prices are kept at acceptable levels.

Foreign Balances improve in response to the
exporting effort. Public Deficit is reduced but Debt
continues its growth to excessive figures for those
countries with higher risk premium.

Increasing doubts are posted about the convenience
of continuing in the basic line of austerity because of
the persistence of recession in a large part of the Euro
zone.

The U.S. seem to overcome their problems with
reasonable success, but the status of their Debt
continues at levels of risk.

No substantial variations are observed in the positive
development of emerging countries and Japan
achieves progress in activity levels, albeit with a
disturbing amount of its Debt.

Forecasts 2013

Doubts remain in Europe about the guidelines for
the economic and fiscal policy. Even with
encountered opinions, the general impression
points towards greater attention to the recovery of
growth, while serious difficulties are faced in a large
number of countries. This is especially the case of
employment.

In view of the favourable evolution of prices,
expansionary policies are gaining positions. This
seems to start with the Central Bank's decision of
keeping interest rates at extraordinarily low levels.

The most optimistic hopes for Europe suggest the
fourth quarter of 2013 as a possible turning point. Even
so, only a moderation in the decline of GDP is
estimated for EMU and for the whole of the EU as well.
This would result in slowing the fall of Employment,
stabilizing unemployment rates in this way.

Public Deficit is reduced, although it has been necessary
to introduce flexibility in the case of countries with
greater difficulties, and Debt will rise to very high values.

The Balance of Payments seems to improve with a
Domestic Demand moderating only its negative rates,
while Exports, especially outside the EU, consolidate
acceptable data.

The U.S. maintain a line of modest growth and price
containment, with unemployment and employment
rates not experiencing excessive variations and at
affordable levels. Deficit is trimmed at the same time
and Debt remains very high.

The situation in Japan is, one more year, of continuity.
Very short values of activity but positive, without
problems due to a non-existing inflation, but very low
unemployment, high Deficit and huge Debt as
mentioned above.

Everything seems to indicate that the evolution of the
emerging countries will remain positive.
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LEADING INDICATORS OF THE INTERNATIONAL ECONOMY (*)

                                GDP                      Domestic     Balance of Payments          Public                       Public                     Industrial                      CPI            Unemployment

                                                                Demand                c.a.% GDP            Deficit % GDP         Debt % GDP            Production                                                  Rate

                          2012   2013             2012   2013             2012   2013             2012   2013            2012    2013            2012   2013             2012   2013           2012    2013

Germany           0.9       0.4               –0.3     N.A.                6.4       6.3                0.2      –0.2              81.9     81.1              –0.4     –2.5                2.1       1.8               5.5       5.4

France                0.0      –0.1              –0.7     N.A.              –2.4    –1.6              –4.8     –3.9              90.2     94.0              –2.8     –3.0                2.2       1.2              10.2     10.9

EMU                  –0.5     –0.4              –2.1     N.A.                1.4       2.5               –3.7      2.9               90.6     95.5              –2.4     –2.7                2.5       1.7              11.4     12.0

U. Kingdom      0.3       0.6                1.0      N.A.              –3.7    –2.7              –6.3     –6.8              90.0     95.5              –2.7     –2.1                2.8       2.8               8.5       7.9

USA                    2.2       1.9                2.2      N.A.              –3.0    –2.8              –8.5     –6.9             106.5   110.6              3.6       2.6                 2.1       2.0               8.1       7.7

Japan                 2.0       1.4                2.8      N.A.                1.0       1.8              –10.2    –9.5             237.9   243.6             –1.0     –6.4              –0.1     –0.6              4.4       4.2

Spain                –1.4    –1.5              –3.9    N.A.              –0.8     1.6              –10.6   –6.5              84.2    95.8              –6.0    –4.1                2.4       2.6              25.1    26.5

(*) Forecasts of the EU Spring 2013

Air-Condenser for Combined Cycle Power Plant. Mexico



1
GENERAL CONTEXT

1.2. THE SPANISH ECONOMY 

The year 2012

Low growth experienced by the Spanish economy in
2011, which was weakening along the year 2012, has
entered into negative values after those already
obtained in 2009 and 2010. GDP falls –1.4%.

Activity in all branches has negative GVA rates except
in Agriculture, being this decline more pronounced in
Construction, somewhat lower in Industry and less
intense in Services.

Demand shows loose behaviour as Household
Spending falls and especially that of Governments.
Investment also sets back, being the rate of GFCF of
Construction the most negative, especially that of
other Constructions, followed by the corresponding
to Transport Material and Metal Products and
Machinery. 

Consequently the contribution of Domestic
Demand to GDP is –3.9 pp The best results
correspond to Foreign Demand for it provides 2.5
pp of growth. This is due to increased exports while
Imports decline.
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Supply                                                                                                             

                                                    % weight          2011, Incr %      2012, Incr %

                                                      on GDP                                            (Estimate)

                                                     original*                                                     

GAV                                                  91.7

Agriculture                                   2.5                        8.2                          2.2

Industry                                      15.5                        2.7                       –2.9

Manufacturing industry        12.2                        2.9                       –3.9

Construction                               8.3                     –5.9                       –8.1

Services                                      65.4                        1.4                       –0.4

TAXES                                                8.3                      –5.5                       –0.3

TABLE 1
THE SPANISH ECONOMY                                                                                                                                                                                                                  

                                                                                             % weight on GDP                           2011, Incr %                               2012, Incr %                                2013, Incr %

                                                                                                      original*                                                                                             (Estimate)                                    (Forecast)

GDP                                                                                                      100                                                   0.4                                                  –1.4                                                 –1.6

Demand                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       

Expenses on final consumption                                              79.3                                             –0.8                                                  –2.5                                                 –3.0

Homes                                                                                              58.3                                           –0.8                                                 –2.2                                               –2.5

NPIs                                                                                                      1.0                                           –8.9                                                 –1.5                                                   

Public Administrations                                                                20.1                                           –0.5                                                 –3.7                                               –4.4

Gross Capital Formation                                                             19.6                                             –5.5                                                  –8.7                                                 –7.1

Capital Goods                                                                                     5.8                                               2.3                                                  –6.6                                                 –4.6

Metallic products and Machinery                                           4.3                                              0.4                                                 –5.5

Transport equipment                                                                  1.4                                              8.4                                              –10.1                                                   

Construction                                                                                     11.8                                             –9.0                                                –11.5                                                 –8.1

Housing                                                                                            5.6                                           –6.7                                                 –8.0

Other construction                                                                       6.2                                         –11.0                                              –14.6

Intangible fixed assets                                                                   1.5                                              3.1                                                   2.6                                                    

Stock variation                                                                                 0.5                                           –0.1                                                   0.0                                                 0.0

*Domestic demand                                                                         97.8                                             –1.9                                                  –3.9                                                 –3.9

*External demand                                                                              2.2                                               2.3                                                     2.5                                                   2.3

Exports of Goods and Services                                                                                                     7.6                                                   3.1                                                 4.1

Imports of Goods and Services                                                                                                  –0.9                                                 –5.0                                               –3.7

(*) Contribution to GDP in percentage points

Hammer mill
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GENERAL CONTEXT

OTHER NUMBERS OF THE ECONOMY

Completing the view of the Foreign Sector in Customs
terms, Exports grew 3.8% (1.7% in real terms) and
Imports declined –2.8% (–7.1% in real terms). This
resulted in a reduction of the Foreign Balance
of –33.6%, while the Cover reaches 87.9% the highest
since 1988.

The moderate price increase of Exports is
noteworthy with UVI attaining 1.7%, while that of
Imports reaches 4.6%.

Substantial improvements in the balance of
payments (current account % of GDP) in response
to the good performance of its components, passing
from –3.5% recorded in 2011 to a meagre –0.8% and
positive trend.

Remarkable efforts in reducing the Public Deficit
(Governments as % GDP), estimated at 7%, (10.6%
taking into account financial assistance of 3.7%) and that
started in 2011 of 9.4% (including bank aid of 0.4%).

Public Debt (Governments % GDP) increases to a
high value of 84.2% from 69.3% in 2011.

Containment in Prices and CPI (annual average remains
at 2.4%, down from 3.2% in 2011, being the values lower
for industrial goods, 0.6% and 0.8% respectively.

Problems in Employment stay aggravated by
adjustments in the Civil Service and Banking that add
to those of the real economy. Active Population enters
negative rates, –0.2%, responding to the evolution of
migration flows. The Jobless Number grows by 15.4%
while Unemployment Rate reaches 25% and
Registered Unemployment increases by 10.9%.

Containment of Labour costs continues as ULC fell
by –3.4%, the same as the Remuneration per
Employee, –0.3%, resulting in an increase of
Productivity per Employee of 3.2%.

ACTIVITY OF THE SECTORS 

Weak behaviour generalises in the productive
sectors.

Production Index (PI) of Industry specifically
loses –6.0%, and PI of Capital Goods (including
vehicles) presents a concerning rate of –10.8%
compared to the light recovery of 0.8% in 2011, with a
quarterly series (–10.3, –13.9, –10.8, –8.0).

Considering the NACE 09 and referring in it to the six
specialisations that traditionally enrol as Capital
Goods Sector, the average obtained for PI weighted
by the weight of each subsector is –8.6%, while it
was –2.2% in 2011, with an evolution over the year
(–8.8, –10.7, –7.9, –6.3) that at least seems to soften falls.

Finally, by making a selection of statistic positions in
NACE 3 digits according to SERCOBE criterion and
grouping them into the same five specialisations PI
for Capital Goods thus obtained results into a
weighted average rate of –6.6% –1.1% in 2011), the
evolution being –5.8, –7.1, –6.2, –6.0.
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GENERAL CONTEXT

Bridging the gap derived from selection criteria, a
sluggish year 2012 is confirmed for Capital Goods,
with widespread declines in all specialisations and the
evolution along the year seems to mark the worst
figure in the second quarter, from which falls are
slightly moderated. The values are heavily influenced
by the results obtained by each specialisation in their
Exports.

The evolution of other Sector Indices and Indicators
generally show considerable losses to the values of
2011, entering negative rates, and the quarterly series
also point to a certain restraint in the final months of
initial poor performance.

Thus the Turnover Index, (2.5% in 2011) falls to –8.9%,
through a series of –8.2, –10.2, –10.9, –6.4.

For New Orders Index, the rate is –3.0% (3.0% in 2011)
with a trend of –3.3, –4.4; –8.0, 3.3.

The Productive Capacity Utilization evolves (76.1,
72.9, 74.0, 78.2) to an average rate of 75.3%, while it
was 76.2% last year.

Availability Indicator is –8.3% (–9.9% in 2011) as a
result of the evolution of foreign trade, the quarterly
values being –10.4, –11.1;–6.9, 4.5.

The Synthetic Indicator (ISE-Demand) decreased
by –5.8%. It started from 0.5% in 2011, being the
evolution –4.6, –5.8, –6.0, –6.8.

In SUMMARY a difficult year 2012 is observed for the
Spanish economy.

A complex European landscape where problems
caused by the international financial crisis and
imbalances in public finances persist.

Internal scenario in which it has been necessary to
deal with a number of challenges:

The banking situation although remedied is not
resolved. Credit is not yet flowing to the real economy
and Banks are not doing then their job.

Adjustment of Public Accounts, which by the way of
increasing revenues has led to the rise of taxes with a
consequent drop in demand. By way of cost
containment, trimming the public investment does
not contribute to take-off. The reduction of
administrative structure (even without addressing a
restructuring in depth that would force to face major
political problems) results in an increase of
unemployment over the disappearance of public
employees.

The production structure is requiring a substantial
change.

Forecasts 2013

– A new drop in GDP as expected, slightly higher than
that of 2012.

– Improvements in financial situation, still unfinished,
will delay progress of credit conditions to the end of
the year.

– A further decline in Private Consumption seems
inevitable, as purchasing power is decreasing and
Public Consumption as linked to the correction of
deficit.

– Few changes in GFCF, keeping rates negative. They
are expected to be more contained in the Sector of
Capital Goods, stimulated by the exporting effort 

– Foreign Balance improvement will continue.

– Domestic Demand will remain therefore negative in
its contribution and Foreign Demand will positively
contribute, with a slight overall decline.

– No improvements in Employment can be expected.
The possible creation of private employment,
especially in industry, will not offset the declines in
positions of public jobs, Banking and Construction.
Thus Unemployment rate will be placed near 27%.

– Finally, there is still hope of a turning point in the
latter part of the year, which could place GDP in
positive zone for 2014.
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GENERAL CONTEXT

1.3. THE CAPITAL GOODS INDUSTRY 
IN EUROPE

The information appearing below is based on the
“Annual Report” performed by ORGALIME with the
participation of SERCOBE as member of this
organization. 

The year 2012

After the significant progress achieved by the
"Engineering Industry" in 2011, the evolution along
2012 has deteriorated since a positive start, due to the
problems of growing financial imbalances in the EU
and to the lack of investor confidence, with a
consequent fall in order intake.

THE CAPITAL GOODS INDUSTRY IN EUROPE

                                             % Δ Production    Production              Jobs

                                                  2012/2013           (Billion €)                (MM  

                                                                                                                  persons)

Metal products                          –3.0                        0.47                       3.3

Mechanical Equipment              0.0                        0.63                       2.9

Electric and Electronic             –1.8                        0.74                       4.1

Total ORGALIME Industries    –1.0                        1.84                     10.3

                                                                                                                  (Δ 0.5%)

Exports, reaching 0.56 billion Euros, have grown at an
estimated rate of 6.6% with a weaker performance
inside the EU and more expansive sales in the U.S.,
Latin America and Asia, with the exception of China
where they have descended.

In summary, the Turnover has been reduced in a
value estimated at –1%.

A preliminary assessment establishes a growth in
Employment of 0.5% as annual average.

Forecasts 2013

The indicators of the evolution of the "Engineering
Industry" that were very negative in the last months
of 2012, show a tendency to stabilization in the short-
term according to data of the first months of 2013.

The observers' opinion is that a modest growth, of
around 1%, can occur in 2013.

ORGALIME insists on the need to create a more
positive scenario in Europe for productive investment,
making strong support to the manufacturing industry
and this be translated into actions and particular
measures by politicians.
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2
THE INDUSTRY OF CAPITAL GOODS IN SPAIN

2.1. THE YEAR 2012 AND FORECASTS 2013

The analyses that appear below are the result of the
traditional SURVEY performed to an array of
companies, members of SERCOBE directly or through
the Associations, or Special Groups belonging to our
Association, as well as to other significant companies
of the Sector. 

The statistical sample surveyed in this occasion
reaches 135 companies, with a turnover in the order
of 26,000 million Euros and 104,000 workers. 

The results obtained point to a worsening of previous
forecasts(1).

Thus, after the short advance obtained in 2011(0.8%),
Turnover of the Sector in 2012 shows a drop
of –5.2% (4.1% in current terms).

Considering Specialisations, the Metal-Mechanical
one, presents a lower setback of –3.1% and
Mechanical Equipment clearly posts the best results
inside it.

The Electric-Electronic one shows a rate of –8.5%, with
substantial differences existing, which point to more
negative values in Electronics.

These results are clearly influenced by those of
Foreign Trade, where efforts have been focused, due
to the fall of Domestic Demand. Mechanical and
Electro-technical Equipment have two-digit positive
rates in this field, while Metallic and Electronic
Equipment experience declines.

According to Size of Companies(2), the situation is less
defined. Although larger companies have an easier
access to foreign markets, their domestic demand
seems to register a strong reduction which started in
some way last year. In general terms, small ones (those
surviving) have smaller setbacks.

Among the companies lending Services linked to the
sector of Capital Goods, Consulting and Engineering
Firms keep a sustained activity with minimal declines.
The same happens in those working without own
workshops, as Suppliers by Subcontracting, that post
even short gains. Erection and Installation Contractors
on their hand show drops of activity although smaller
than those of manufacturers.

Paying exclusively attention to the Consolidated
Sample, and as complementary data, the
Consolidated Turnover experiences a setback

of –4.6% and –6.4% for manufacturers, values
matching official indices and indicators and the
advances of results corresponding to the subsectors
according NACE.

Employment of all Capital Goods Industry charges
a further loss of jobs estimated at –0.5%, which
exceeds –0.1% in 2011. It is noteworthy that
despite the considerable setback of activity, the
enterprise world does a remarkable effort to keep
these jobs, which in terms of qualification and
technological level make any recovery difficult and
costly.

In line with the evolution of the activity, the drop of
Employment is more severe in the Electrical-Electronic
specialisation (–2.4%) and becomes positive (0.7%) in
the Metal-mechanical one.

As for the Service Companies, both the Engineering
and Erection Contractors obtain positive rates, that
when considering the Total Consolidated Sample,
lead changes in employment to a modest positive
increase of 0.6%, which is –0.6% for the
Manufacturers.

These variations mentioned in Turnover and
Employment, yield a theoretical decrease of Gross
Productivity of –3.6%.

Once the extrapolation to the Sector (Table 15) is
made, a drop above four per cent is obtained for
Gross Productivity, corresponding –6.1% to Net
Productivity and –7.3 to Total Expenditure in
personnel.

The average value is placed in the vicinity of 246,000
Euros/person-year.

Total Personnel Expenses per person per year
(TPE) (Table 14) show an increase of 3.3% (with a
value near 50,000 Euros/person-year), reaching 4.4%
for Social Charges and 2.9% for Wages and Salaries.

An increase in the weight of Social Charges and the
rise in Wages and Salaries are observed. Their value
seems high for the present time of necessary
austerity. This can respond to the fact that the
adjustment of personnel has been made in less
skilled positions, in an attempt to avoid the loss of
technical elevation of production and considerable
tax increase.

The Sales Prices show a meagre rise of 1.2% for the
whole of the sector, being 0.6% for Metal-mechanical
and 2.1% for Electrical-Electronics Industries.

The Gross Value Added (GVA) (Table 12) represents a
percentage of the Turnover of 39.7%, higher than that
of last year. This corresponds to an increase of
GVA/person-year in the range of 3%.
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THE INDUSTRY OF CAPITAL GOODS IN SPAIN

The hardship of business in a regressive economic
context, has led to a very severe

reduction of profits, which represent 0.6% of
Turnover, well below the percentage obtained in
2011.

Therefore considering the evolution of the Turnover, a
fall of profits estimated at 90% is considered for the
whole of the manufacturers.

The value is heavily influenced by the results of
Electric-Electronic companies of larger sizes, while the
other specialisations and sizes, although with
remarkable drops, record better numbers, the same as
the Service companies like Engineering Firms and
Erection Contractors.

The Own Investment of the Sector in its production
assets represents 2% of the turnover. This is a
substantial value but less than in the previous year.
Thus, the decrease would be –13%.

Weak Domestic Demand is reflected in the series of
orders received and contracts signed.
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TABLE 2-B                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  

MAGNITUDES OF THE SPANISH CAPITAL GOODS INDUSTRY. Increments in real terms

Increases year-to-previous year

                                                                             Production consumed                                                                                                                          Ratio                                         

Year                              TURNOVER                   inside the country/                     IMPORTS                               EXPORTS                                 Export/            APPARENT CONSUMPTION

                                                                          Apparent Consumption                                                                                                                  Production                                

2007                                  6.0                                      29.6                                         4.4                                         4.7                                      59.4                                    5.9

2008                                  2.7                                      27.5                                      –0.9                                         3.3                                      59.8                                    1.1

2009                              –20.0                                      30.3                                    –34.1                                    –17.0                                      62.0                               –31.5

2010                                –3.0                                      22.9                                         6.4                                      11.8                                      71.5                                  –3.7

2011                                  0.8                                      16.0                                      –1.9                                      15.9                                      82.2                                  –9.9

2012                                –5.2                                        8.9                                      –7.8                                         5.1                                      91.1                               –15.0

Source: Sercobe and Customs and Special Taxes Department.

TABLE 2-A                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 

MAGNITUDES OF THE SPANISH CAPITAL GOODS INDUSTRY (In million Euros)

Increases year-to-previous year

                                               TURNOVER                   Production consumed              IMPORTS                                     EXPORTS                                 Ratio               APPARENT CONSUMPTION

Year                                 Value               %                inside the country/          Value               %                         Value                %                          Export/                      Value                 %

                                                                Incr.           Apparent Consumption                              Incr.                                               Incr.                     Production                                            Incr.

2007                           46,632          10.6                       27.6                    51,400             8.9                    27,065             9.2                         58.0                    70,967            10.4

2008                           48,870             4.8                       28.7                    51,742             0.7                    28,019             3.5                         57.3                    72,593               2.3

2009                           38,803        –20.6                       30.6                    34,347        –33.6                    23,662        –15.5                         61.0                    49,497          –31.8

2010                           37,988          –2.1                       23.3                    37,459             9.1                    26,628           12.5                         70.1                    48,819            –1.4

2011                           38,824             2.2                       16.9                    37,491          –0.1                    31,187           16.9                         80.3                    45,128            –7.6

2012                           37,232          –4.1                       10.0                    34,642          –7.6                    33,401             7.1                         89.7                    38,473          –14.7

Source: Sercobe and Customs and Special Taxes Department. 

Range of charging solutions adapts 
to the electric vehicle
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In this line, Intake of Contracts is estimated to drop
by –3.1% (–1.9% at current prices), a number similar
to that obtained from the Profit and Loss account,
something higher than –2%.

In any case, the rate is less negative than that
recorded by the Turnover and the Intake of
Contracts/Turnover ratio reached 98%, which is
higher than in 2011.

The Foreign Trade responds in its evolution to the
characteristics of very weak domestic demand and

the need to concentrate efforts on exports. In spite of
the hard concurrence resulting from similar
conditions in other industrialised countries
substantial successes have been achieved.

Exports rise by 5.1%(3) (7.1% in current prices). These
rates add to the very outstanding values obtained in
the two preceding years (11.8% and 15.9%).

Meanwhile, Imports slipped –7.8% (–7.6% in current
terms) down because of the aforementioned fall of
the domestic market crash and to a certain process of
substitution of imports by own production, which
increases its competitiveness.

Consequently, the Exporting Effort (Exp/Prod) is
placed in a very high value of 89.7% and Foreign
Coverage (Exp/Imp) reaches 96.5%, very close to
balance as never before recorded.

Apparent Consumption (P-Exp+Imp) maintains its
negative evolution for fourth consecutive year, with a
rate of –14.7%. This is equivalent to –15.0% in current
values.

12S E R C O B E

TABLE 4-A                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 

MECHANICAL EQUIPMENT (In million Euros)

Increases year-to-previous year

                                                          TURNOVER                                              IMPORTS                                               EXPORTS                             APPARENT CONSUMPTION

Year                                             Value                  %                                 Value                 %                                 Value                 %                                 Value                 %

                                                                               Incr.                                                        Incr.                                                         Incr.                                                         Incr.

2007                                          24,810               11.6                             23,246                 3.1                             13,760                 9.5                             34,627                 6.5

2008                                          26,328                  6.1                             20,041             –13.8                             14,195                 3.2                             32,174               –7.1

2009                                          21,198             –19.5                             12,927             –35.5                             11,995            –15.5                             22,129             –31.2

2010                                          20,753               –2.0                             17,857                 5.9                             16,535                 8.4                             22,075               –3.2

2011                                          22,312                  7.5                             18,438                 3.3                             19,841               20.0                             20,909               –5.3

2012                                          21,810               –2.2                             16,922               –8.2                             21,329                 7.5                             17,403             –16.8

Source: Sercobe and Customs and Special Taxes Department.

TABLE 4-B                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  

ELECTRIC EQUIPMENT (In million Euros)

Increases year-to-previous year

                                                          TURNOVER                                              IMPORTS                                               EXPORTS                             APPARENT CONSUMPTION

Year                                             Value                  %                                 Value                 %                                 Value                 %                                 Value                 %

                                                                               Incr.                                                        Incr.                                                         Incr.                                                         Incr.

2007                                          21,822                  9.5                             28,154               19.0                             13,305               11.5                             36,671               15.8

2008                                          22,542                  3.3                             31,701               12.6                             13,824                 3.9                             40,419               10.2

2009                                          17,605             –21.9                             21,430             –32.4                             11,667            –15.6                             27,368             –32.3

2010                                          17,235               –2.1                             19,602               12.1                             10,093               20.1                             26,744                 0.2

2011                                          16,512               –4.2                             19,053               –2.8                             11,346               12.4                             24,219               –9.4

2012                                          15,422               –6.6                             17,719               –7.0                             12,072                 6.4                             21,069             –13.0

Source: Sercobe and Customs and Special Taxes Department.

(3) Annual rates IPRIX and IPRIM (INE)

High capacity hydrogen compressor of 1 to 66 bar. Russia
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TABLE 6                                                                                                          
CHANGE OF TURNOVER 2012/2011

In %, current terms

                                                  LARGE       MEDIUM         SMALL             TOTAL

MECHANICAL E. M.                 –4.0              –0.1                –0.3                  –2.5

ELECTRIC AND 
ELECTRONIC E.M.               –9.0              –0.4                 2.8                   –6.6

TOTAL MANUFACTURERS  –6.2              –0.2                 0.5                    –4.1

M. BY SUBCONTRACTING                                                                              1.9

ERECTION CONTRACTORS                                                                           –1.9

ENGINEERING FIRMS                                                                                      0.1

In %. current terms

MECHANICAL E. M.                 –4.5              –0.7                –0.9                  –3.1

ELECTRIC AND 
ELECTRONIC E.M.              –10.9             –2.5                 0.7                   –8.5

TOTAL MANUFACTURERS  –7.3              –1.4                –0.7                  –5.2

M. BY SUBCONTRACTING                                                                              0.6

ERECTION CONTRACTORS                                                                           –4.7

ENGINEERING FIRMS                                                                                     –1.2

Source: SERCOBE.

TABLE 7                                                                                                          
TURNOVER - COMMERCIALISATION 
(PRODUCTION)

(Variación 2012/2011, en %, en valores reales)

                                                  LARGE       MEDIUM         SMALL             TOTAL

MECHANICAL E. M.                 –4.4               3.3                 –1.4                  –2.3

ELECTRIC AND 
ELECTRONIC E.M.              –10.9             –2.4                –0.1                  –3.8

TOTAL MANUFACTURERS  –6.3               1.4                 –0.7                  –2.1

Source: SERCOBE.

TABLE 8                                                                                                          
CHANGE OF CONTRACTING 2012/2011

In %, current terms

                                                  LARGE       MEDIUM         SMALL             TOTAL

MECHANICAL E. M.                  4.1                1.0                 –5.1                   1.6

ELECTRIC AND
ELECTRONIC E.M.               –8.9               0.8                 –8.1                  –7.5

TOTAL MANUFACTURERS  –1.7               0.9                 –5.9                  –1.9

M. BY SUBCONTRACTING                                                                              0.8

ERECTION CONTRACTORS                                                                           –3.9

ENGINEERING FIRMS                                                                                      6.4

In %. current terms

MECHANICAL E. M.                  3.4                0.4                 –5.7                   1.0

ELECTRIC AND 
ELECTRONIC E.M.              –10.7             –1.2               –10.0                 –9.4

TOTAL MANUFACTURERS  –2.9              –0.3                –7.0                  –3.1

M. BY SUBCONTRACTING                                                                             –0.5

ERECTION CONTRACTORS                                                                           –6.6

ENGINEERING FIRMS                                                                                      5.0

Source: SERCOBE.

TABLE 9                                                                                                          
EMPLOYMENT (CHANGE 2012/2011, IN %)

                                                  LARGE       MEDIUM         SMALL             TOTAL

MECHANICAL E. M.                  2.2                0.9                 –4.0                   0.7

ELECTRIC AND
ELECTRONIC E.M.               –2.2              –4.8                –0.2                  –2.4

TOTAL MANUFACTURERS   0.2               –0.8                –3.1                  –0.5

M. BY SUBCONTRACTING                                                                              2.0

ERECTION CONTRACTORS                                                                            2.4

ENGINEERING FIRMS                                                                                      3.6

Source: SERCOBE.

MAIN MAGNITUDES OF THE 
CAPITAL GOODS INDUSTRY
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In SUMMARY, the Spanish industry of Capital Goods
has faced a hard year 2012, with a new decrease in
activity after the limited progress in 2011.

The situation in Europe has experienced setbacks in
its economy and problems persist in a good number
of countries.

Our colleagues in the EU in particular have a
generalized contraction with few exceptions.

The Spanish economy has also provided a negative
framework, as required to solve the problems in the
public accounts and the banking system.

Exports have been the fulcrum with which our
industry has managed to avoid a further decline in
turnover and keeping loss of jobs low.

Forecast 2013

Little improvement is foreseen in the European
context where only sweetening the decreases of
2012 is expected.

Other economies such as those of the U.S. and
emerging countries that are a growing destination for
our exports seem to have a sustained advance line
(with some doubts on China).

The negative data and indicators of our industry
throughout 2012, suggest that the lowest point is
recorded at the end of the second quarter, and that
falls sweeten something from there.

Provisory data on the evolution of the first quarter of
2013 provided a similar impression.

Moreover, the volume of Intake of Contracts in 2012,
as we have seen, presents a negative rate but lower
than that recorded in 2011.

A forecast, always difficult at a time of crisis, could be
that Spanish Industry of Capital Goods will end 2013
slowing its descent. This would be supported Exports,
which continue their positive trend (15.4% in the first
quarter). A more determined industrial policy towards
essential re-industrialization and promoting industrial
competitiveness would certainly incentivize productive
investment of the Manufacturing Industry. Within it,
Capital Goods would benefit, especially those with
more added value and technological level. They
evidence their competitiveness and improvement
thereof by their progress in the difficult foreign markets.

These supports have logically to put emphasis on re-
covering credit to companies and providing a fiscal
treatment making the process feasible.

14S E R C O B E

TABLE 10                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    
PROFIT & LOSS ACCOUNT, AS % OF TURNOVER, 2012. CAPITAL GOODS INDUSTRY

                                                                                                                                                     TOTAL                         LARGE COMPANIES         MEDIUM COMPANIES          SMALL COMPANIES

PURCHASES, WORKS AND OUTSIDE SERVICES                                             61.2                                      60.3                                       63.9                                      62.0

GROSS VALUE ADDED                                                                                          38.8                                      39.7                                       36.1                                      38.0

Total Personnel Costs                                                                                          20.8                                      19.3                                       21.2                                      26.4

– Wages and salaries                                                                                         15.5                                      14.5                                       15.4                                      19.7

– Social charges                                                                                                     5.3                                         4.8                                         5.8                                         6.7

Gross Margin                                                                                                            18.1                                      20.5                                       14.9                                      11.6

Financial Results                                                                                                      0.3                                         0.2                                         0.6                                         0.2

Other expenses and duties                                                                               13.6                                      15.6                                         9.8                                         8.7

TOTAL EXPENSES                                                                                                     34.6                                     35.2                                       31.7                                      35.3

OPERATING CASH FLOW                                                                                         4.2                                       4.6                                         4.4                                         2.7

Provision for Amortization                                                                                      2.5                                       2.8                                         1.8                                         1.7

OPERATING RESULTS                                                                                                1.8                                       1.8                                         2.6                                         1.1

Extraordinary results                                                                                              –1.2                                     –2.1                                         0.2                                         1.0

NET EARNINGS (PROFIT BEFORE TAX)                                                                 0.6                                     –0.3                                         2.8                                         2.1

CONTRACTS SIGNED                                                                                              98.0                                     97.9                                       97.5                                      98.2

INVESTMENT                                                                                                               2.0                                       2.3                                         1.8                                         0.8

Source: SERCOBE.

Relays with native IEC61850 and arc flash protection
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TABLE 11                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    
PROFIT & LOSS ACCOUNT. AS % OF TURNOVER.  2012

                                                                                                              MECHANICAL         ELECTRIC AND            ERECTION              ENGINEERING     MANUFACTURERS 

                                                                                                                EQUIPMENT             ELECTRONIC         CONTRACTORS                FIRMS          BY SUBCONTRACTING

                                                                                                                      MAN.              EQUIPMENT MAN.

PURCHASES. WORKS AND OUTSIDE SERVICES                               60.1                             62.3                              59.6                            64.3                            82.8

GROSS VALUE ADDED                                                                            39.9                             37.7                              40.4                            35.7                            17.2

Total Personnel Costs                                                                           22.8                             18.7                              19.4                            17.7                            11.8

– Wages and salaries                                                                           17.5                             13.5                              14.9                            14.9                               9.3

– Social charges                                                                                      5.3                               5.2                                 4.5                               2.8                               2.5

Gross Margin                                                                                              17.1                             19.0                              21.1                            18.1                               5.4

Financial Results                                                                                       0.1                               0.5                                 1.0                               0.4                               0.3

Other expenses and duties                                                                12.2                             14.9                              12.5                            11.9                            –0.7

TOTAL EXPENSES                                                                                      35.1                             34.1                              32.8                            31.3                            11.3

OPERATING CASH FLOW                                                                           4.8                               3.6                                 7.6                               6.3                               5.9

Provision for Amortization                                                                       2.5                               2.5                                 2.9                               0.7                               0.8

OPERATING RESULTS                                                                                  2.4                               1.2                                 4.7                               5.6                               5.1

Extraordinary results                                                                                  0.8                             –3.1                              –0.6                               0.0                               0.2

NET EARNINGS (PROFIT BEFORE TAX)                                                   3.2                             –2.0                                 4.1                               5.7                               5.3

CONTRACTS SIGNED                                                                             100.8                             95.2                            106.3                            94.2                          102.9

INVESTMENT                                                                                                 2.4                               1.5                                 0.7                               0.8                               1.1

Source: SERCOBE.

TABLE 12                                                                                                       
GROSS VALUE ADDED

(Increases in % on 2011)

                                                  LARGE       MEDIUM        SMALL             TOTAL

MECHANICAL E. M.                  3.1                 7.0                 –4.0                   2.5

ELECTRIC AND   
ELECTRONIC E.M.                4.1                –1.0                 2.2                     3.2

TOTAL MANUFACTURERS     3.6                 4.6                 –2.4                    2.8

Airport communication system. La Palma

27.5 kV biphasic switchgear cubicle
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TABLE 15                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    
PRODUCTIVITY. 2012 

Values in thousand Euros per person and year. % change over 2011

                                                                                                                              GROSS                                                         NET                                                              PCP

                                                                                                                  Value        % change                               Value         % change                               Value        % change

LARGE COMPANIES                                                                            270.5               –6.4                                    216.9               –8.6                                         5.1               –9.6

MEDIUM COMPANIES                                                                       245.4                  0.7                                    193.7                 0.3                                         4.7               –1.6

SMALL COMPANIES                                                                           159.9                  3.6                                    116.4                 4.1                                         3.8                 0.8

MECHNICAL EQUIPMENT MANUFACURERS                              253.9               –3.9                                    197.7               –5.7                                         4.5               –6.2

ELECTRIC AND ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT MANUFACURERS   239.2               –4.8                                    194.7               –6.6                                         5.4               –8.3

TOTAL MANUFACTURERS                                                               246.5               –4.4                                    196.2               –6.1                                          4.9               –7.3

ERECTION CONTRACTORS                                                               182.4               –4.3                                    147.1               –4.4                                         5.2               –0.8

ENGINEERING & CONSULTING FIRMS                                          328.5               –3.4                                    270.4               –4.7                                         5.7               –6.1

MANUFACTURERS BY SUBCONTRACTING                                 493.0                  0.0                                    434.6               –0.2                                         8.4               –1.0

GROSS: Turnover/Employment.         NET: Turnover-Total Personnel Costs/Employment.         PCP: Turnover/Personnel costs.

Source: Sercobe.

TABLE 14                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    
PERSONNEL COSTS. 2012

Values in thousand Euros per person and year. % change over 2011

                                                                                                            TOTAL PERSONNEL COSTS                  TOTAL SOCIAL CHARGES                        WAGES AND SALARIES

                                                                                                                  Value        % change                               Value         % change                               Value        % change

LARGE COMPANIES                                                                              53.6                  3.5                                      12.9                 4.8                                      40.7                 3.1

MEDIUM COMPANIES                                                                          51.7                  2.5                                      13.9                 1.5                                      37.8                 2.8

SMALL COMPANIES                                                                              43.4                  2.4                                      10.8                 4.7                                      32.7                 1.6

MECHNICAL EQUIPMENT MANUFACURERS                                 56.2                  2.8                                      13.1                 3.1                                      43.1                 2.8

ELECTRIC AND ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT MANUFACURERS      43.9                  3.9                                      12.5                 5.7                                      31.4                 3.2

TOTAL MANUFACTURERS                                                                 50.3                  3.3                                       12.7                  4.4                                       37.7                 2.9

ERECTION CONTRACTORS                                                                 35.3               –3.5                                        8.2               –3.7                                      27.2               –3.5

ENGINEERING & CONSULTING FIRMS                                             58.1                  2.9                                        9.3               –2.5                                      48.8                 4.0

MANUFACTURERS BY SUBCONTRACTING                                   58.4                  1.0                                      12.4               –1.8                                      45.9                 1.8

Source: SERCOBE.

Integrated remote management system. Mont Blanc
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2.2. FOREIGN TRADE

We have analysed the Spanish Foreign Trade of
Capital Goods in its general aspects and its relation
with the basic magnitudes of the Sector in the
corresponding chapters until now. We shall examine
below the particular evolution of the different
Specialisations, as well as their Breakdown by
Geo-economic Areas. 

Numbers appear in current terms, using CPA
(Classification of Products by Activity) breakdown.

As mentioned above, Exports continue growing at
a good rate of 7.1 % after obtaining rates of 16.9%
and 12.5% in the two previous years, while the
quarterly series steps up in the final leg (6.2; 3.7; 1.3;
17.1). 

Imports set back by –7.6%, maintaining the
regressive trend of the previous years, –0.1 in 2011.
Their quarterly evolution (–9.6; –4.8; –11.2;–0.2) seems
to contain the plunge in the fourth quarter.

BREAKDOWN ACCORDING TO SPECIALISATIONS

METALLIC PRODUCTS

Exports drop by –17.8%, after hiking at 24.0% in
2011 and those of piping only show a positive rate,
1,7%. 
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TABLE 16                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    
SPANISH FOREIGN TRADE OF CAPITAL GOODS, 2012

(Values in thousand Euros)

                                                                                                                                              IMPORTS                                                                                        EXPORTS

                                                                                                                 Value                 % change               % of                                    Value                % change               % of

                                                                                                                                             over 2011               total                                                               over 2011               total

FABRICATED METAL PRODUCTS                                             1,419,099                 –11.3                      4.1                                2,912,525                –17.8                       8.7

TRANSPORT MATERIAL                                                                1,008,594                 –26.5                      2.9                                3,067,052                   15.1                       9.2

Mach. for the production and use of energy                          7,728,847                   –2.7                   22.3                                 6,435,404                  15.4                    19.3

General purpose machinery                                                        2,736,621                –13.4                      7.9                                 3,877,700                     8.9                    11.6

Agricultural machinery                                                                     837,139                   –9.4                      2.4                                    801,599                  26.5                      2.4

Machine-tools                                                                                      351,016                     0.5                      1.0                                    850,840                  10.1                      2.5

Special purpose machinery                                                         2,833,683                   –7.4                      8.2                                 3,402,006                  10.5                    10.2

TOTAL MECHANICAL EQUIPMENT & MACHINERY          14,487,306                   –6.2                    41.8                              15,367,549                   12.8                    46.0

ELECTRO-TECHNICAL MAC. AND EQUIPMENT                6,121,047                   –5.5                    17.7                                8,641,930                   10.8                    25.9

Office Equipment and Computers                                             2,995,583                   –5.3                      8.7                                    661,685                  –6.2                      2.0

Radio. TV and Communication Equip. and Appar.                    5,162,153                –19.9                   14.9                                 1,267,099                –20.8                      3.8

Measuring. Navigation and Precision Instru..                             3,431,822                   15.7                      9.9                                 1,495,912                  20.3                      4.5

ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT                                                        11,589,558                   –7.8                    33.5                                3,424,696                   –3.5                    10.2

TOTAL                                                                                                 34,625,604                   –7.6                 100.0                              33,413,752                     7.1                 100.0

Source: Department of Customs and Special Taxes; own processing.

Load testing of viaduct in high speed 
rail line Madrid-Galicia

JSPL Raigarh project. India
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Imports show general negative rates, with a value
of –11.3% which increases the fall of –3.0% obtained
in 2011. Non-electric cables only post a positive rate
of 67.1%.

MECHANICAL MACHINERY AND EQUIPMENT

Exports increase by a remarkable 12.8% (17.4% in
2011) and Imports conversely post a drop of –6.2%
after gaining 5.4% in 2011.

ELECTRO-TECHNICAL MACHINERY 
AND EQUIPMENT 

Exports keep a good pace of 10.8%, something
lower than 21.1% of 2011, while Imports, lose –5.5%
abandoning the positive rate of 5.7% in 2011. 

ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT  

Exports do not recover, dropping by –3.5%, decline
lower than –4.5% in the previous year and Imports
post a rate of –7.8% slightly above –7.2% of the
year 2011.

TRANSPORT EQUIPMENT

Exports attain an outstanding advance of 15.5%
exceeding the already high value of 28.5% obtained
the year before, while Imports plunge –26.5%, a
value exceeding –11.9% of 2011.

BREAKDOWN BY GEO-ECONOMIC AREA

Our Exports

Three quarters of our sales abroad go to three
areas: EU, Latin America and USA-Canada. The
evolution has been very different however in each
one of them. A decline of –2.1% (15.1% in 2011)
has taken place in the EU. Meanwhile a
considerable rate of 17.2% is kept in Latin America
but this is less than 26.3% of the previous year.
The situation in USA-Canada presents an
extraordinary growth of 43.0% which is added to
9.8% in 2011.

However, the effort to achieve diversification of our
markets has reached considerable success that is
seen in the high rates of growth obtained in
Southeast Asia, 53.0%, in the Rest of Africa, 24.2%,
North Africa, 8.8% and Middle East 7.7%, not to
mention the consolidation of other areas, non-
traditional till recently. This is the case of Rest of
Asia, which remains the fourth destination with a
weight of 5.9%.

Our Imports

The purchases of Capital Goods, come logically from
countries with high technological level located in
areas like the EU which supposes 65.1%, Rest of Asia
19.4% and USA-Canada, 6.3%, with a total of 90.8%,
similar to last year.

Within the general trend of decreasing our purchases,
rates are especially positive in Southeast Asia, 40.2%
and more modest in Middle East, 6.8%, and Eastern
Europe 1.4%.

OUTSTANDING CLIENTS

                                                                                        % CHANGE         % ON

                                                                                         2012/2011         TOTAL

France                                                                                   –7.7                  13.6

Germany                                                                                7.3                     9.8

United States of America                                               48.7                     6.5

United Kingdom                                                               38.4                     6.5

Portugal                                                                             –10.9                     5.4

Italy                                                                                     –21.7                     4.9

Mexico                                                                                 10.2                     3.2

Morocco                                                                              15.4                     2.3

Poland                                                                                –15.3                     2.2

Brazil                                                                                     15.5                     2.2

OUTSTANDING SUPPLIERS

                                                                                        % CHANGE         % ON

                                                                                         2012/2011         TOTAL

Germany                                                                           –10.8                  18.3

China                                                                                    –6.4                  14.1

France                                                                                   –7.2                  10.0

Italy                                                                                       –8.1                     9.7

The Netherlands                                                               –0.5                     7.0

United States of America                                               –2.6                     6.1

United Kingdom                                                             –28.3                     4.4

Japan                                                                                      9.8                     2.5

Hungary                                                                               –9.8                     2.4

Poland                                                                                –17.8                     2.2

18S E R C O B E

800 kV current transformers
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TABLE 17                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    

SPANISH FOREIGN TRADE OF CAPITAL GOODS BY GEOGRAPHICAL AREAS, 2012 

(Values in thousand Euros) 

                                                                                                                                SALES                                                                                                    PURCHASES

                                                                                 Thousand Euros   Change 12/11         % of total                          Thousand Euros   Change 12/11         % of total 

EUROPEAN UNION

European Union                                                      18,179,242                 –2.1% 54.4                                     22.536.480              –13.3%                       65.1

REST OF THE WORLD

EFTA                                                                                  407,889                   3.5% 1.2                                             494,288              –12.4%                         1.4

Central and Eastern Europe                                      642,621                 –0.5% 1.9                                               53,450                  1.4%                         0.2

Rest of Europe                                                               698,848              –10.1% 2.1                                             222,922                –2.1%                         0.6

Northern Africa                                                          1,593,861                   8.8% 4.8                                             765,098                –5.3%                         2.2

Rest of Africa                                                                  641,785                 24.2% 1.9                                               71,661              –54.1%                         0.2

USA and Canada                                                        2,401,475                 43.0% 7.2                                         2,180,921                –6.7%                         6.3

Latin America                                                             4,408,836                 17.2% 13.2                                          446,910                –6.3%                         1.3

Middle East                                                                 1,454,100                   7.7% 4.4                                             155,109                  6.8%                         0.4

Rest of Asia                                                                  1,970,842                   0.4% 5.9                                         6,703,505                –5.4%                       19.4

South East Asia                                                              709,930                 53.0% 2.1                                             953,030                40.2%                         2.8

Oceania                                                                            304,323              –12.0% 0.9                                               42,235                –1.7%                         0.1

Source: Department of Customs and Special Taxes. Processing by SERCOBE.
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This second chapter describes the activities developed by the Association along the year 2012, as well as the
intended goals to be reached and means to use for this purpose. They result of a permanent analysis of the
needs of the Spanish Industry of Capital Goods and conjuncture as exposed in Chapter I.

Our main lines of action and identification remain being the following:

– Representing the sector easing its knowledge and image.

– Achieving an adequate legal frame.

– Promoting and boosting R+D management, innovation and technological platforms as a key factor for
competitiveness.

– Boosting quality, safety, energy efficiency and industrial development compatible with preserving the
environment.

– Permanent training of persons building up the company.

– Promoting cooperation of the companies, reinforcing the cohesion of the sector.

– Boosting internationalisation of the companies.

– Making ties closer with the European Union and Entrepreneurs Associations and Federations of the other
Member States.

– Co-operating in the set-up of adequate labour relations. 
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SERCOBE IS

A national, voluntary and non-profit making
Professional Association of Companies, established in
1964 as the Technical Commercial Service of the
Capital Goods Manufacturers. Since its foundation, it
has developed its task aimed to empower the Spanish
Capital Goods Industry.

Membership of the Association is open to companies,
groups of companies and other Corporate
Associations with more specific scope, related to
design, engineering, production, maintenance,
installation erection and recycling of capital goods.

There are 120 Individual Members, 5 Collective
Members, and 3 Special Groups at present,
representing more than 400 companies directly or
indirectly connected to the Association.

SERCOBE is integrated into the main Spanish and
European Corporate Organisations and actively co-
operates with them to solve common problems of the
whole Spanish corporate sector. 

It is a member of CONFEMETAL (Confederation of
Corporate Organisations in the Metal Area), and as
such integrated in the Spanish Confederation of
Entrepreneurial Organisations (CEOE).

It is present in the governing bodies of CONFEMETAL,
Board of Directors and Executive Committee, and one
of its Vice-President positions corresponds to the
President of SERCOBE.

It is also represented in the commissions and working
groups of CEOE, acting as spokesman of the Capital
Goods Industry and providing its vision to the
positions of the Spanish corporate sector.

Participation in the European organisations is made
through ORGALIME, an entity grouping national
organisations of Metal-mechanical and Electrical-
electronic Capital Goods Industries in Europe, of
which SERCOBE is a full member. In turn, ORGALIME
collaborates with WEM (West European Metal Trades
Employers Organisation), with CEEMET on social-

labour relationship issues and with BUSINESSEUROPE
on issues of corporate interest referring to
commercial policies, concurrence, energy and the
environment. 

SERCOBE is also contributing to the positions of
BUSINESSEUROPE, a European Association which
groups industrial confederations of the EU through
CEOE.

SERCOBE is a councillor of the Consultative Board of
Government Contracting and of the Advising
Council of Commerce and Investment, bodies of the
Ministries of Finance and Public Administrations and
Economy and Competitiveness respectively. In both
organisations SERCOBE fulfils the mission of bringing
its experience and knowledge on the reality of the
sector. It provides its point of view in transcendent
matters such as Public Purchases, Classification of
State Contractors and problems related to Exports
and Internationalisation of the Companies.

At national level, it is present in the Governing Council
of AITEMIN, Technological Centre and Association for
Investigation and Industrial Development of Natural
Resources. It is also member of the Directive
Committee of Laboratorio Oficial J.M. Madariaga
(LOM) of the Universidad Politécnica de Madrid. This
entity has its main activity focused on the
accomplishment of checks, tests, calibration and
audits in relation to the equipment for mining safety
and explosive atmospheres.
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STRUCTURE AND ORGANISATION OF SERCOBE 

THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF MEMBERS
It is the highest government body of the Association and is formed by the representatives of each one of the

Individual and Collective Members.

THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS
It is elected by the General Assembly, so that it is the organ to which the representation and management of the

Association is entrusted.

Within the Board of Directors, the DELEGATE COMMITTEE is built as a delegate body and the COMMISSIONS are set
up for specific purposes as determined.
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PRESIDENT

Mr. RAFAEL BARÓN CRESPO ANFALUM
(till September 2012)
Mr. ANGEL LARA GAROZ INAEL ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS, S.A.
(since September 2012)

VICE-PRESIDENT

Mr. ANGEL LARA GAROZ INAEL ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS, S.A.
(till September 2012)
Mr. MARIO ORIOL PASTEGA PATENTES TALGO, S.L.
(since September 2012)

MEMBERS

Mr. ANTONIO JOSE MARIN ASEA BROWN BOVERI, S.A.
Mr. LUIS FELIPE DE LA MORENA VALENZUELA AFBEL - Asociación de Fabricantes de Bienes de Equipo Eléctrico
Mr. ALFREDO BERGES VALDECANTOS ANFALUM - Asociación Española de Fabricantes de Iluminación
Mr. JOSE AGUIRRE ISASI ARFLU, S.A.
Mr. ALEJANDRO PUERTA TAMARGO DURO FELGUERA, S.A.
Mr. JUAN LANDECHO SARABIA ELECNOR, S.A.
Mr. JOSE ANTONIO LLAMAS ARJONA ESINDUS, S.A.
Mr. EDUARDO GONZALEZ - MESONES EQUIPOS NUCLEARES, S.A.
Mr. JOSE MARIA BALZATEGUI JULDAIN FAGOR ARRASATE S. COOP
Mr. ALFREDO DE LA TORRE PRADOS INGETEAM, S.A.
Mr. ROBERTO AUGUSTO FONTECHA ALBARRAN INDUSTRIAS MECANO-ELÉCTRICAS FONTECHA YÉBENES, S.L.
Mr. FRANCISCO JAVIER ITURRI FRANCO ITURRI, S.A.
Mr. JAVIER LOROÑO BILBAO INGENIERÍA Y TÉCNICAS DE MONTAJE, S.L.
Mr. GUILLERMO AMANN ALDECOA ORMAZABAL MEDIA TENSIÓN, S.L.U.
Mr. ENRIQUE MARCHESSI GASTAMINZA PACECO ESPAÑA, S.A.
Mr. JOSE MANUEL GARCIA MONCLUS RINGO VALVULAS, S.L.
Mr. MICHEL RODRIGUEZ RIVAS SCHWARTZ HAUTMONT CONSTRUCCIONES METALICAS, S.A.
Mr. ALFREDO LUIS SANCHEZ DE OLAVARRIETA TAIM-WESER, S.A.
Mr. LAUREANO GÓMEZ MONCO TÉCNICAS REUNIDAS, S.A.
Ms. MARÍA DOLORES GARCÍA MORATO TECNOVE, S.A.

COMMISSIONS 

                 DOMESTIC MARKET                                                       EXPORT                                          INTERNAL ECONOMIC CONTROL
      Mr. Alfredo Berges Valdecantos                       Ms. Mª Dolores García Morato                       Mr. Guillermo Amann Aldecoa     
                           ANFALUM                                                          TECNOVE, S.A.                                 ORMAZABAL MEDIA TENSIÓN, S.L.U.

SECRETARY  –  GENERAL MANAGER

Mr. ANTONIO GARCIAPONS BALAÑA
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COMPETITIVENESS OF THE SECTOR OF CAPITAL
GOODS MANUFACTURERS

The works of the Observatory of the Capital Goods
Industry created by the Ministry of Industry, Tourism
and Commerce in 2005 and being its Secretariat
managed by SERCOBE, were disrupted when no
budget item was included for this purpose in the
General State Budget for 2012.

SERCOBE continued however the approach of the
Observatory. The following tasks have been developed
during 2012 in order to help boosting the
competitiveness of the Spanish Capital Goods Industry.

Structural analysis of the Capital Goods Sector.
Processing of an annual study on the main structural
parameters of the sector. Statistic Information is
systematically collected the same as documents and
institutional data. General qualitative and quantitative
information is generated as well, both at national and
international level. Information contained in the data
bases of the National Institute of Statistics, Ministries
of Industry, Energy and Tourism, and Economy and
Competitiveness and Orgalime, among others, is
basically used. Its comparison is made with data
contained in the Annual Surveys on Conjuncture and
Evolution of the Sector performed by SERCOBE.

Competitiveness of the Capital Goods Industry of
Railway Equipment. Challenges and business
opportunities based on technology innovation and
internationalisation.

PRESENTING THE SECTOR TO PUBLIC
AUTHORITIES, INVESTORS, CLIENTS AND

ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL AGENTS

Answering to this objective, SERCOBE is forced to
maintain a deep knowledge about the reality of the
Spanish Industry of Capital Goods, its problems,
challenges and trends to be followed. To reach this
goal, a series of surveys and analytic studies are
carried out in a systematic way. 

Reports on the Conjuncture and Evolution of the
Sector 

Preview of the Year. 

Annual Report. This report represents the statistic
of reference for the Spanish capital goods Industry. Its
results appear in the first part of this publication. It
eases the evolutional analysis of the sector and its
different specialised subsectors. It eases the
evolutional analysis of the sector and its different
specialised subsectors as well. 

Report comparing the sector in different
European countries.

Monthly progress report of foreign trade for the
Sector, disaggregated in 46 sub-sectors.

Price indices and escalation formulas.

SERCOBE’s image

Presenting and consolidating the image of the Capital
Goods Industry forces SERCOBE to have a capability
of influence. This means implicitly receiving the
acknowledgement and the authority of being the
voice and reference of this industry. 

On the occasion of the presentation of the two
reports being carried out every year, encounters are
organised with the media. This allows broadcasting
the data of our sector. 

SERCOBE is present in specialised publications in
representation of this industry. This is aimed to reflect
a correct image on the technological excellence and
global competitive leadership.
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SERCOBE’s web site (www.sercobe.es). Since this
webpage contents on specific information can be
obtained on services and activities under
development and being provided to the associates. 

Publishing news and uploaded documents relevant
for the Capital Goods Industry were other activities
during 2012. 

CO-OPERATING IN SETTING UP A 
LEGAL FRAMEWORK INTENDED TO FOSTER 

A COMPETITIVE AND INNOVATING 
BUSINESS ACTIVITY

This goal requires being in permanent contact with
the Spanish Government, and economic and social
agents, so that the legal and administrative frame is
adjusted to the corporate needs.  

For obvious reasons, the Ministries of Industry, Energy
and Tourism, Economy and Competitiveness and
Foreign Affairs and Cooperation, Public Works,
Environment, and Employment are the most frequent
interlocutors in Spain, the same as the different
Autonomous Communities.

The activity of the domestic market department
during 2012 has been mainly focused on the subjects
concerning financing and promotion of research,
technological development and innovation. Actions
related to promote awareness of the Government on
sustainability, environment and market monitoring
have been intensified.

Referring to the Export Department, its activity is
focused on promoting a basic factor as that of
internationalisation in a critical moment when the
domestic market falls.

SERCOBE keeps its associates informed about relevant
proposals and defends the interests of the sector. It
takes care of avoiding that new requirements may
hurt our sector. It contributes to make standards and
financial conditions as favourable as possible for the
companies, in spite of the present circumstances of
budget constraints.

BOOSTING A SYSTEMATIC EFFORT OF THE
COMPANIES IN R+D, AS A BASIC ELEMENT FOR

COMPETITIVENESS

The activities of research and technological
development constitute one of the pillars of
competitiveness in the actions of industrial policy. The
concentration in the Ministry of Economy and
Competitiveness of the R+D+I policy, does not involve

substantial changes with regard to the former
administrative structure. The priority given to
innovation in the state strategy is focused on public-
private collaboration and in setting up a national
system of science-technology-enterprise.

The national strategy for innovation (E2I), in the
preparation of which SERCOBE participated through
the so-called “'think tank” of the Capital Goods
Industry has culminated with the entry into force of a
new national plan of R+D+I that aims first placing
Spain in the ninth position referring to science and
innovation indicators. This challenge to all Spanish
society is organised around five strategic turning
points that contribute to knowledge transfer: human
capital, financial environment, public demand
(Innovative public procurement), international
projection and territorial cooperation.

SERCOBE performs systematic broadcasting of calls
for aids to R+D+I projects, as those of the programs
“Impacto” (Collaborative R+D+I projects),
INNCORPORA (staffing research personnel) and tax
deductions to which those corresponding to
exclusively company born initiatives join. The latter
are managed by CDTI.

Expanding the services offered to member
companies, SERCOBE has subscribed in 2012 an
agreement of collaboration with the Spanish Patent
and Mark Office, an agency under the Ministry of
Industry to which SERCOBE is a collaborating
institution for the promotion of industrial property
among Spanish capital goods manufacturers. Among
other activities, it takes care of the dissemination of
technological monitoring bulletins, the production of
reports and consultation at reduced prices and the
disclosure of the program for aids to access to the
register of patents.

Also, through active participation in major Spanish
and European technology platforms, the Capital
Goods Industry benefits from the representation
capacity granted to SERCOBE and the dynamic
approach to ideas with innovative potential. At
national level, SERCOBE is present on the following
technological platforms: Industrial Security (IPESI),
Environmental Technologies (PLANETA), Energy
Efficiency (PTE-EE), Railway Technological Platform,
Smart Grids (Futured), Integrated Logistics
Technological Platform (Logistop), CO2 and Nuclear
Fusion.

SERCOBE started preparing in 2012, in collaboration
with other relevant actors, the works for
implementing a new technological platform
dedicated to advanced manufacturing as transverse
enabling technology: MANU-KET
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(www.manufacturing-ket.com). This new platform
responds to the need of facing the challenge posed
by flexible adaptation, resource efficiency and
sustainability of the product life cycle applied to
industrial processes.

At community level, SERCOBE spreads calls of the VII
Framework Programme for R+D and
Competitiveness and Innovation (CIP), as well as the
preparatory documents for the next Horizonte
2020.

We have followed in 2012 the works of the
Association of European Factories of the Future
Research Association (EFFRA) of which SERCOBE is a
founding member since 2009. Its function is to
develop projects of "Factories of the Future".

In the same vein, SERCOBE has been alert to other
community initiatives in the making of the future
Horizonte 2020 of interest for the Spanish Industry of
Capital Goods such as SPIRE aimed at boosting the
competitiveness of the European Process Industries,
photonics and optoelectronics.

PROMOTING QUALITY AND EXCELLENCE IN 
THE COMPANIES, FOR COMPETING IN THE 

GLOBAL MARKETS

– QUALITY STRUCTURE IS SUPPORTED BY THE
PILLAR OF STANDARDISATION

– CERTIFICATION IS A COMPETITIVE TOOL
HELPING TO SYSTEMISE RESOURCE 

MANAGEMENT

– SAFETY OF PERSONS, FACILITIES AND
ENVIRONMENT IS A KEY FACTOR FOR

COMPETITIVENESS

Action carried out by SERCOBE in the field of
standardisation and certification is mainly channelled
through its participation in specialised National,
European, and International organisations and in
collaboration with duly reputable testing laboratories.  

Participation in AENOR

– SERCOBE is member of the Permanent Committee,
Directing Board, Impartiality Committee,
Consultative and Representative Commission on
Electro technical-and Electronic Engineering and
Board of AENOR Internacional.  

– Our Association acts as Secretary and President in a
substantial number of Standardisation (CTN) and
Certification (CTC) Technical Committees, either

directly or through Subcommittees (SC) or Working
Groups (GT) as mentioned below:

The presence and active participation of SERCOBE
in these Committees fulfils the role of co-ordinating
the activities of preparation and wording of
Standards, really essential in the present New
Legislative Frame of the European Union. Free
circulation of products and accomplishment of
Directives are based on the existence of such
Standards. Their fulfilment provides a presumed
accordance with Essential Safety Requirements. 

– In other cases related with the Capital Goods
Industry and always under coordination of AENOR,
SERCOBE participates actively and fosters the
participation of associated companies.

The Presence of companies in the committees
reinforces even more the perception that
standardisation is a useful tool. Boosting this activity
has been the objective for SERCOBE in 2012. The
number of meetings held by the committees under
coordination of SERCOBE has been increased, the
same as the participation of the companies. The
number of companies participating has grown in all
the committees and subcommittees during 2012 with
regard to the previous year.

Standardisation Technical Committees with
presence and/or Secretary of SERCOBE:

AEN/CTN 9 “Pressure equipment. Boilers”
Subcommittees:
01 - “Fire-tube and Water-tube Boilers”
02 - “Burners”
03 - “Equipment under Pressure Due to Heat Supply”

AEN/CTN 18 “Bearings, Gears and Transmissions”

AEN/CTN 22“Mining”

AEN/CTN 61“Refractory Material”

AEN/CTN 62“Industrial Capital Goods and Pressure
Equipment”
Subcommittee 02 -“Fluid Handling Machinery”

AEN/CTN 73“Nuclear Industry”

AEN/CTN 77“Environment”
Subcommittee 01 -“Water”

AEN/CTN 115“Machinery for Construction, Civil Works
and Building”

AEN/CTN 132“Painting and Surface Treating
Installations and Equipment”

AEN/CTN 149“Water Engineering”

AEN/CTN 150“Environmental Management”
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AEN/CTN 166“R+D+I Management”

AEN/CTN 203 “Electrical Equipment and Automation
Systems for Industry”
Working Groups:
02 - “Rotary Machinery”
09 -“Electric Traction Equipment” 
21 -“Accumulators (batteries and secondary cells)” 
22 - “Power electronics”
26 - “Electrical Arc Welding”
27 - “Industrial Electrical Heating” (Non operational)
33 - “Power Capacitors”
35 - “Batteries” 
44 - “Safety in Machinery. Electro-technical aspects”
61F- “Safety in portable motor powered tools” 
65 - “Measurement and control of Industrial
Processes” 
69- “Electric Vehicles Intended for Traffic in Public
Ways and Industrial Electric Trucks”
79 - “Alarm Systems”
91 - “Top-side Erection Technology”
93-217 - “Electronic Design Automation”
(EDA)/Computer Assisted Design”
214 - “Equipment for Electrical Ground Transportation
Systems: Electro-technical aspects”

For its relevance to the activities of the Spanish
Industry of Capital Goods, SERCOBE has performed
systematic monitoring of the CEN / CENELEC Working
Group on Smart grids, which has carried out the first
collection of standards related to the development
and implementation of technologies needed for
successful deployment of smart grids, following the
mandate of the European Commission.

In the same vein, the working group CEN / CENELEC
on Electric Vehicle has continued its work
coordinating the development of standards by the
various subcommittees, among which the set of
standards IEC 61851 on recharging stations stands
out. Another similar group refers to electric smart
grids.

As collective member of SERCOBE, the Association of
Manufacturers of Electrical Goods (AFBEL)
participates in WG on Line Standardization (07/11),
Transformers (14) and Motors (2).

Certification Technical Committees (CTC)

Referring to the activity of certification, the increase in
the number of Marks and Certifications granted is
relevant. The work of Secretary in the Certification
Committees has been especially intense, as the award
of certifications of Conformity to Standards
(international, European and national) and relevant
marking (CE and AENOR marks typically) has been

confirmed as a distinguishing element by the market
and capital goods users. 

AEN/CTC 004 “Copper piping, fittings and other
components for installation” 
Secretary: SERCOBE 

AEN/CTC 068 “Certification of R+D+I projects” 
Vice-Chairman: SERCOBE

It should be mentioned that UNE 166001 Standard
has been updated in 2012 within CTC-68.

Participation in European and International
Organisations

SERCOBE collaborates in the International
Standardisation Organisations ISO and CEI, the same
as in the European CEN, CENELEC, ELSECOM and
LVE-AC, where experts of the member firms
participate as well.

The activity of market monitoring and control
has become an essential element in the domestic
market supported by the principles of loyal
competition and integrity. In a first place, it is
necessary to detect and immediately report the
presence of products not in accordance with
standards or not satisfying the prescriptions of
technical regulations. SERCOBE performs a work of
conscience and awareness development in close
collaboration with the Governments aimed to boost
resources devoted to monitoring the market. With the
support of ORGALIME and other Spanish Sector
Organisations, SERCOBE encourages Spanish
companies certifying the quality of their products and
the control suitability of their production processes.
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PAYING SPECIAL ATTENTION TO THE
CONSERVATION OF THE ENVIRONMENT AND

ENERGY EFFICIENCY

SERCOBE pays very special attention at present to
environmental activities, which in 2012 focused
on:

– Diffusion of the possibilities of financing and calls
for investment and market induction projects
addressed to our member companies.

– Fostering of investment for correction of
environmental impact and implementation of
energy efficiency in industry.

– Increasing awareness regarding environmental
problems, including follow-up of implications of
implementing the measurement of the carbon
footprint in the Spanish Industry of Capital Goods.

– Boosting the Spanish Industry of Environmental
Capital Goods and synergies with Environmental
Services under the Eco-industry concept.

– Design and execution of training actions.

Diffusion and Training actions

Work has been continued to keep informing about
the set of Directives and other legal dispositions
affecting the companies and regulating the
environment-company relationship, as well as those
affecting the free circulation of products. 

SERCOBE organised within the frame of the European
Week on Sustainable Energy in June 2012 a series of
sessions divulgating own technologies of the Capital
Goods Industry oriented to market induction in the
benefit of our associates.

Promoting new business opportunities: 
smart cities

In a globalised and constantly changing
technological world, the Capital Goods Industry
turns into a catalyst in the process of change
towards a new model of more sustainable and
inclusive economic development based on
knowledge and innovation. 

This approach has been built from the ground under
the concept of smart cities in order to increase the
efficiency of urban infrastructures and improve the
quality of life of citizens. In its role as provider of
technologies necessary for the operation of urban
infrastructures, SERCOBE joined the panel of
ORGALIME experts that presented the Electra II report
"The Smart World" at the Industrial Exhibition of
Hannover (Germany) in April 2012.

The purpose of this report is to highlight the present
capabilities of the European industry of electric and
electro-technical equipment for quick deployment of
the technologies required for the successful
development of smart cities in Europe. This report
reflected the global leadership of the European
industry and the importance of project funding as
relevant aspect of their feasibility (contribution of
SERCOBE in view of the context of credit squeeze that
affects very significantly the Spanish capital goods
industry).

HUMAN CAPITAL BUILD UP AS MAIN ASSET 
OF THE COMPANIES

Training of employees as a key factor for
competitiveness of our companies continues being
priority activity for SERCOBE that is aware of its
relevancy for an industry such as capital goods in
which the impact of new technologies requires
permanent updating of staff at all levels.

– Within the Program Contract of the Metal Branch
Foundation for Training, Qualification and
Employment subscribed with the State Public
Service of Employment corresponding to 2012, 40
Training Actions took place, with the participation of
629 workers.

– SERCOBE obtained a grant in 2012 through the
State Public Service of the Madrid Community for
conducting training actions aimed to the most
disadvantaged workers of our industry in this
Community.

– Also, two projects for performing indirect actions of
the sector have been submitted to the Foundation
of Occupational Health and Safety (FPRL), and one
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more project to the Biodiversity Foundation of the
Ministry of Agriculture, Food and Environment, all
approval pending. 

– Finally, a task of policy advice management
support and monitoring continues to be provided
to the HR departments of the companies,
especially in matters regarding subsidised
training.

MAINTAINING CLOSE TIES WITH 
EUROPEAN INSTITUTIONS AND WITH 

CORPORATE ASSOCIATIONS 
AND FEDERATIONS OF OTHER 

MEMBER STATES

ORGALIME (European Federation of
Engineering Industries –Organisme de Liaison des
Industries Métal-Mécaniques, Électriques et
Électroniques Européennes, Federación Europea
de la Industria de Bienes de Equipo).

ORGALIME is an entrepreneurial association of
reference in dealing with the European institutions. Its
positions are always taken into consideration and are
agreed by consensus among the associations of the
member states. SERCOBE pays consequently
preferential attention to its relations with it and is a
full member of this organisation.

SERCOBE acts as a member in the Committees on
Electrical-electronic Industry, Mechanical Industry,
Technical Harmonisation and Monitoring of the
Market, Operational Groups on Energy, Energy
Efficiency and Energy Infrastructures, Working Group
on Commercial Policies and R+D and Economists
Committee.

Our presence in the management bodies of
ORGALIME enables us to transfer viewpoints of the
Spanish companies to be incorporated to the
positions taken by the European industry of our
sector in face to the Commission. 

Community Aid Management

A service of information and permanent advising is
maintained for all those programs and
convocations of different European Commission
bodies which may become of interest for our
associated companies.

Collaboration with Associations in Member
States

We have continued our collaboration with the
European Associations equivalent to SERCOBE as
VDMA and ZVEI (Germany), FIE and FIMTM (France),
BEAMA and GAMBICA (United Kingdom), ANIE and

ANIMA (Italy), AGORIA (Belgium), FME (Holland), TBL
(Norway), EIA (Ireland), FEEI (Austria), FIMET (Finland),
Teknikforetagen (Sweden), etc.

Relations with European Sector Federations

SERCOBE contributes to the positions of
BUSINESSEUROPE in subjects as essential as the open
market, competition, standardisation and
certification, application of directives on free
circulation and mutual recognition, etc. 

EASING THE APPROACH TO 
INVESTING SECTORS IN ORDER 

TO ACHIEVE ADEQUACY OF 
SUPPLY AND DEMAND 

IN CAPITAL GOODS

The participation of SERCOBE as a sector association
within CONFEMETAL facilitates contacts with the
sectors demanding capital goods. A particular case is
that of equipment which is incorporated to the
provision of infrastructures, as its financing is tied to
the budgets of the public sector. Contacts have been
held by SERCOBE with the main employers’
associations in the sectors of construction, electrical
facilities, chemical, cement and iron and steel
industries.

COMMITMENT TO BOOST FIRMLY 
THE INTERNATIONALISATION 

OF THE COMPANIES

SERCOBE, through its Department of Exports, as it is
widely known, acts in two clearly diversified
environments.

On one hand, it assumes Institutional Fostering to
Exports, and on the other hand, Direct Commercial
Promotion.

SERCOBE takes care of creating an image in the
foreign market in the first one. At the same time, it
collaborates with our Government, with which it is in
continuous contact, for improving the general frame
for the promotion of exports. Further, it provides
useful information to the companies on different
markets abroad.

SERCOBE works in the second one generating specific
opportunities to be translated into export
transactions for its member companies.
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SUB-SAHARAN AFRICA

Stability has been an important factor in the area,
with some exceptions such as the riots that occurred
in Nigeria in the early days of the year due to the rise
of fuel prices or the conflict in Mali, during the last
months of the year.

Countries such as Mozambique, Rwanda, Ghana,
Ethiopia, Eritrea and Equatorial Guinea have had
growths above 8.5%, while at the opposite pole the
economies of Swaziland, Mali, Chad, Sudan and South
Sudan stayed stagnant.

Angola is an example of stability and sustained
growth, with rates near or above 7% over the past 10
years (8.2% in 2012).

South Africa returned to a path of steady growth
around 3%.

In Cape Verde, we have successfully delivered to the
maritime authorities the first stage of the maritime
traffic control system, financed with Spanish
concessionary funds. In the second phase of the
system the entire leeward archipelago will be
covered, being its delivery scheduled for late 2014.

Also in this year the works for cold storage platform
and fish processing plant have been finally initiated in
the fishing port of Mindelo, being this a bilateral
cooperation project.

The project for renewal of the Lighthouse and
Beaconing system, with a national reach, has been
promoted. This will allow modernizing all the
infrastructure of maritime signalling in the
archipelago. The contract is signed and pending of
coming into force.

In Angola, the project for the construction and
equipment of the new campus for the Lubango
University started to be a reality, following the
amendment of its scope earlier this year. It has passed
to the list of projects included in the PIP (Public
Investment Projects) for 2013.

Groundwork has been also laid to begin the projects
for the supply of medical equipment to the MINSA
(Ministry of Health).

During the first half of 2012, we travelled in several
occasions to Juba, capital of South Sudan, for
promoting the construction of a modular petroleum
refinery.

South Africa counts with a renewable energy
program through private funding schemes. In the first
two calls (November 2011 and March 2012), the
Spanish industry has received the award, either as
producer or general contractor, of just over 40% of
projects presented.

South Africa has an estimated power generation
shortage of about 20,000 MW. It is an importer of oil
and highly dependent on gas imports for its
petrochemical industry. State owned companies as
SASOL have consequently signed agreements for the
supply of gas, with the Government of Mozambique.
The possibility of building a new refinery near Port
Elizabeth is taking shape and SERCOBE is working
with the Department of Energy and the state owned
company PetroSA with the final purpose of
submitting a proposal.

Rail transport is in expansion. TRANSNET, state
company in charge of commuter passenger transport,
awarded in 2012 a large project for renewal of
locomotives and passenger cars. Also in the field of
railways, the state company in charge of managing
medium and long distance passenger transportation
has planned for the years 2013 and 2014 the award of
several projects for procurement of trains.

In Nigeria, an offer has been submitted to a private
investor scoping a feasibility study for installation of
a new petroleum refinery in the south of the
country. The final decision of the promoter will
depend on the authorization, by the Federal
Government, of the renewal of licenses granted at
the time.
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During the last quarter of the year, we worked
intensively to promote the Spanish industry of Capital
Goods in the Democratic Republic of Congo, once
the political instability overcome.

Together with the Government of this country several
encounters took place and a round of meetings
prepared in the areas of electricity generation
(hydroelectric stations and projects for supply of
electric generators), water (supply of drinking water
to rural populations), health (supply of equipment
and mobile primary care units), etc.

In the Republic of Ghana, SERCOBE, in collaboration
with the private developer of the project, has
presented a proposal to the Ghana Water Company
for installation of a water treatment plant, to be
located in the banks of the Volta River, and the
conduction system to the Tema-Accra distribution
network.

In Mozambique, the recent discoveries of important
natural gas reserves may lead this country to an
unprecedented development.

Furthermore, mining surveys and discoveries made in
the Zambezi basin include coal resources. Due to the
lack of infrastructure of all types to support this large
private investment, a series of projects has been
planned to provide support to these extractive
industries. These projects refer to sectors such as
power generation and the corresponding lines of
transport, infrastructure for freight through railway
corridors and construction of cargo terminals and
mineral export facilities at Nacala and Beira.

MIDDLE EAST

The oil exporting countries in the area have known
how to use the benefits of the rise in oil prices to
sustain growth during 2012. Social demand has
also strengthened its growth, with significant
increase of public spending observed on social
infrastructure aimed to satisfying domestic
demand.

Kuwait, Oman and Bahrain have experienced average
growths of 4.9%, 4% and 3% respectively, while Saudi
Arabia and Qatar have reached figures of 5.1% and
9.4%, respectively.

In the case of Iran, the country has suffered a fall next
to -0.9% in real GDP with inflation around 25.2%.
Government revenues from crude oil sales (almost
half of the total income) have experienced a plunge
of -40%, even with an oil price about 110 US$/barrel,
due to falling production and difficulties arising from
economic sanctions.

In Iran, the new European sanctions implemented on
January 2012 have increased, no doubt, the hardship
of operating in this country. This is mainly due to the
shortage in the availability of Euro currency that the
country has been suffering as a result of the ban to
sell crude oil to the EU after July 2012 and the
difficulties of conducting financial transactions with
Europe. 

Several trips to Tehran were made in order to
establish new bases for collaboration with Iran in the
future.
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At this conjuncture, with the level of difficulty and risk
gradually increasing, a frame contract associated to a
trust account in a Spanish bank has been negotiated
with the Iranian authorities. In the present
circumstances, the mechanism is feasible, although it
has not yet become effective. It will allow to Spanish
companies continue operating in Iran despite the
difficulties, provided the procurement agency of the
Iranian government prioritizes particular operations
of each supplier.

Contacts have been made with the Government of
Iraq to start evaluating Spanish participation in
energy projects specifically in simple cycle power
generation plants with gas turbines and substations
already purchased.

In Jordan, the instability experienced by the area is
taking its toll, and caused the cancellation or
postponement of many projects. The publication of a
decree banning issuance of sovereign guarantees for
any debt has endangered two operations that
associated companies have in their portfolio. They are,
on one hand, a proposed Photo Voltaic park of 2MW
near the town of Ma'an, and on the other hand, a
SCADA project for water in the Northern provinces of
Jordan with the water regulating authorities. While
the former is immersed in a long process of
administrative procedures for funding approval, the
second has been finally put into force at the end of
the year and we expect delivery to the customer to
take place in early 2013.

Renewable energies are now a major priority for the
Jordanian Government. This is causing opportunities

for companies in a sector where Spanish technology
is worldwide recognised.

Financial support from countries such as Kuwait or
United Arab Emirates has allowed launching two
major renewable projects totalling more than 120
MW in solar and wind, while a major project of
transport infrastructure between the cities of Zarqa
and Amman has been retaken. 

Private investment projects in energy efficiency
technologies are being promoted as well.

In Saudi Arabia, the Government has stepped in this
year its investing efforts throughout all the fronts,
starting with the oil sector and its associated
industries.

The national company Saudi Aramco has launched
two macro refineries and petrochemical complexes in
Yanbu and Jubail. Affiliate companies have been
designated to provide important process equipment
(reactors and columns) for both projects after a long
process that began promotion over five years.

We have identified an important project for the
realization of a steel mill by a private group in the city
of Jeddah. We have started actions relevant to present
a Spanish option that is being highly valued by the
client.

MEDITERRANEAN COUNTRIES

Tunisia, Libya and Egypt have staged a change of
political regime and have had to deal with a large
deficit while managing a complex reality.

Morocco and Turkey, although they have not suffered
directly the effects of political changes in
neighbouring countries suffered the setback of their
trade exchanges with the countries of the region,
joined by the Euro zone crisis and the resulting
decline in foreign demand.

Finally, the two hydrocarbon exporting countries of the
region, Algeria and Libya, have macro-economically
performed in a radically different way. While Algeria
was content to record a growth of 2.5% in 2012, well
below its potential, Libya on the other hand, recorded a
GDP growth of 6% in 2012, demonstrating rapid
recovery of its economy despite persisting political
uncertainties.

In Libya during our first trip to Tripoli in April, we
submitted a proposal to supply equipment to a state-
owned electric utility, reaching an agreement aimed
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at supplying a turnkey factory for the production of
lighting and electrical equipment.

Following that trip, the first contract was obtained
in the second quarter of the year during the term of
the Transitional Government. It scoped the
provision to the Ministry of the Interior of
equipment for access control to voting centres in
the elections.

In the hydrocarbon sector, we have submitted bids
throughout this year for the supply of equipment to
several Libyan petroleum companies, with the result
of obtaining the award of two contracts.

We have also been able to resume a major project of
GECOL, General Electricity Company of Libya
concerning the supply of a new integrated billing
system which was awarded when civil war broke out,
in order to update the technical and financial
proposal.

Finally, we participated at the end of the year in the
first Spanish official visit to the first Libyan
Government democratically elected. The visit was led
by the Ministers of Foreign Affairs and Cooperation
and Public Works.

In Tunisia, despite the fact that the country
experiences growing tensions between the

secular opposition and the moderate Islamist
government, the country has managed international
funding sources (mainly from Islamic Bank, European
Investment Bank, European Bank for Reconstruction
and Development and African Development Bank) to
re-launch major basic infrastructure projects.

The support to an associated company in the
realization of a Technical Seminar to publicize its
technical capabilities to the Tunisian rail sector
deserves special mention.

In the environmental sector, we have defended the
interests of an associated company bringing
actions to the decision aimed to revoking the
award of the tender of an industrial wastewater
treatment plant.

We have also supported an associate in a tender of
the National Agency for Energy Management for
updating the Tunisian Solar Plan.

In ONAS, State Enterprise for Wastewater Sewage and
Treatment, several offers have been submitted for
tenders of wastewater treatment plants.

In Algeria, after the May 2012 legislative elections, in
which the National Liberation Front, FLN, of President
Abdelaziz Bouteflika has renewed its power, we
resumed supporting our associated companies,

although public tenders are still suffering significant
delays.

Lack of decision-making has affected our
participation in a project to supply aircrafts to a
subsidiary of the state oil company SONATRACH that
would be used by the Ministry of Agriculture.

In Egypt, we have established talks this year with a
local electrical group for the development of a wind
farm, in which we hope to promote Spanish
technology.

EASTERN EUROPE AND CIS

The Commonwealth of Independent States (CEI)
has maintained a robust growth during 2012,
supported by high prices of key raw material and
good harvests of 2011. Indicators show however
some moderation of activity in recent months.
Financial conditions have deteriorated in the three
main CIS economies (Kazakhstan, Russia, Ukraine)
due to the intensification of financial stress at the
periphery of the Euro zone and increased global
risk aversion.

In Russia, a collaboration agreement has been
signed with the Engineering Firm of the Ministry of
Emergencies for the study, research and
development of a comprehensive Operating
System (System112) to be used by the emergency
services of the Russian Federation. We have
presented the project concept to the Russian Inter-
Ministry Commission which should approve it at
federal level.

In Yakutsk (Autonomous Region of Yakutia), an
agreement has been signed with a major business
group responsible of the Document Management
Project for the cultural heritage of the region and the
contents of public libraries in the area. A firm proposal
was submitted to undertake and implement the
project.

Within the Industrial Modernization Plan that the
Government wants to undertake, we submitted
tenders of machine tool and control systems for large
metallurgical enterprises, mainly in the area of the
Urals.

A closer approach to the energy sector and electric
distribution in Russia has been developed.

Interviews have been held with officials of different
companies of the Gazprom Group in order to
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establish collaboration arrangements in which our
associates are eligible to participate.

In Samara, we presented an offer of incinerator
furnaces for treatment of poultry droppings as a first
step to enter the field of waste treatments.

In Ukraine, we have been working on the
presentation of a proposal for the district heating
project (Modernization of 14 heat sub-stations) in the
City of Sebastopol.

We have also met a private business group in
Sebastopol, analysing the feasibility of building 3
factories of blood products and generic drugs.

We visited Kirilovka, coastal town of the Azov Sea and
national tourist destination. It was aimed to
developing the project of design and construction of
the systems for water supply and sanitation of the
town.

Also in Kiev, an offer of machinery for manufacturing
toilet paper was submitted.

In Kazakhstan we have signed a collaboration
agreement with an association of hydrocarbon
service companies for the mining industries. We are
participating in a tender for the construction and
implementation of a pipe and tube factory within the
state program for gasification of the country.

We are in contact with the Sovereign Fund Samruk
Kazyna Invest, a fund which contributes 51% to GDP
of the country in order to know its investment plans.

Within specific projects, they have shown interest for
the Spanish experience in manufacturing special
vehicles for military use, hospitals and mobile water
stations.

In Uzbekistan, we sent information to the state
company Uzbekenergo, undergoing a process of
modernization and reconstruction of the energy
network of Uzbekistan, on equipment and systems
that we can provide. We are trying to be pre-qualified
for the supply of smart meters.

In Tashkent, we had several contacts with the state
company UzAuto. We submitted a bid of a casting
machine for the engine blocks that they
manufacture.

ASIA – PACIFIC

Despite the existence of a faded and sometimes
volatile environment abroad during 2012, the
overall situation in the Southeast Asian area
translated into an average growth of 7.5% (5.6%
excluding China).

India, considered outside the region before, reduced
its growth forecast to 5.6% (fiscal year 2012-2013),
which is the lowest in the last decade.

Despite this reduction, the economic growth of the
area is still the highest in the developing regions and
almost 40% of global growth.

In India, we have focused actions on the sectors of
conventional energy (supply of equipment and
technology for boilers, cooling towers and coal ash
handling), thermal solar, water (private industry,
municipal plans and the National Plan Jawalharal
Nehru for desalination, treatment, drinking
purification and distribution networks for human
consumption), urban transport infrastructure
(tunnelling) and supply of electrical equipment.

We have supported the associated companies in
submitting two offers, EPC modality, for tenders
scoping water packages in power plants in Delhi
and West Bengal (3x660 MW and 1x500 MW
respectively).

We have achieved a pre-agreement with two local
groups for the expression of interest in a project of
seawater desalination plant in the state of Gujarat,
with a capacity 150,000 m3/day under BOT scheme.

In connection with the tender in the state of Tamil
Nadu for the construction of a 200,000 m3/day plant
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for seawater desalination, with possible expansion to
400,000 m3/day, we have closed the collaboration
agreement with the technology company and
facilitated the signature of an MOU with local
partners to submit a bid.

In the states of Tamil Nadu and West Bengal we
developed work to support electric companies of our
association, making technical-commercial
presentations of several equipment and systems. As a
result of interest, seminars and technical workshops
are scheduled to take place soon.

SERCOBE has participated in the Days of Spanish-
Indian Multilateral Partnership held in Delhi from the
24th to the 26th of October.

In Indonesia, we have advanced with a leading state
company in the chemical sector, in negotiating a
collaborative approach. It scopes supplying Spanish
equipment for their local projects. This intends
supporting the possible establishment of
procurement centre based in Madrid for raw material
processing equipment.

Continuing the participation strategy in projects for
the construction of hydroelectric plants in regime IPP
(Independent Power Production, which are being
strongly supported by the local government), we
have maintained contacts with local companies.

Work was also done in supporting the electricity
sector companies of our association. This consisted in
organizing several technical-commercial seminars.

Regarding the tender for the supply of modular
drinking water treatment plants published during the
month of September and financed under bilateral
protocol, proposals have been submitted in the
month of November.

In connection with the maritime signalling and
beaconing project published as financeable by the
Government of Indonesia, SERCOBE is supporting
before the executing agency a favourable
evaluation on the technological capability of Spain
for the development of the project and likewise
supporting before the Ministry of Finance the
acceptance of financing proposed by the Spanish
Government.

In Malaysia, we have concentrated actions on the
municipal solid waste sector, evaluating the
possibility to participate in the bidding for sorting
plants and waste treatment.

In Sri Lanka, we have initiated contacts with state
companies and local agencies of multilateral
financing entities to evaluate the promotion and
further development of proposals focused on the

agrarian transformation (planting, irrigation,
fertilization, harvesting and storage) of the country.

SERCOBE has held preliminary meetings with the
Office of Economic and Commercial Affairs of Taiwan
and the Ministry of Economy and Competitiveness,
aimed at promoting bilateral cooperation in the area
of water resources management.

CENTRAL AMERICA 
AND THE CARIBBEAN

The Central American region maintains a slight
exposure to the volatility of financial markets and to
the constant downgrades in ratings of global
classification agencies. The countries of Central
America keep a stable outlook due to maintenance of
macroeconomic conditions and to fiscal
consolidation efforts.

In 2012, Central America has grown at an average of
4.3%. Panama is where the economy has been
stronger, followed by Costa Rica, Honduras,
Nicaragua, Guatemala, Belize, and ranking seventh
El Salvador.

In Mexico, we submitted an offer in the agribusiness
sector in the State of Tabasco, for a cocoa processing
plant with a capacity of processing 1,000 kg/h.

In this sector, we have presented a proposal to deve-
lop engineering of a feeder production a plant in the
state of Sinaloa.
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In the mining sector, a proposal has been submitted
for the supply, installation and testing of a ball mill
and a sag-mill for the expansion to 2,000 t/d of an ore
processing plant in Michoacan.

In the Commission Federal de Electricidad (CFE), we
are following an expansion project of the coal park of
Petacalco Power Plant.

In Honduras, the project of reconstruction of the air
lock and control elements for the Los Laureles Dam in
Tegucigalpa, has been awarded and execution has
begun.

In the Municipality of Tela, it was possible to know the
most urgent priorities in the drinking water supply
network, and their willingness to concession this
service, so a proposal is under preparation. 

In El Salvador we have continued to maintain
contacts, during visits to the country along 2012. They
were aimed to follow on the projects that the Port
Authority Executive Commission (ECA) has planned to
develop in the port of La Union.

In the Dominican Republic we have interviewed the
Secretary General of the National League of
Municipalities, as well as the Ministry of Environment
and Natural Resources in order to explore the
possibility of supplying equipment and MSW
treatment plants. 

SOUTH AMERICA

During 2012 the region overall has experienced
sustained growth, supported by raw material prices
remaining high. Development projects have been
particularly focused on electricity generation, transport
infrastructures and water supply and sewage.

In Peru, we have developed contacts with state and
privately owned companies during a critical year for
the development of new strategic projects.

In the mining sector private investment processes
have been re-launched, with a total value about
45,000 million dollars in the next decade.

Similarly, we have met with state and privately owned
oil and gas enterprises. The project for the expansion of
"La Pampilla" refinery moves ahead, the same as the
South-Peruvian gas pipeline, the re-gasification plant at
Melchorita and its associated thermal power plant.

We have also met with government owned sewage
companies, with which SERCOBE had maintained
previous contacts in Lima, Arequipa and Piura.

We have promoted the participation of associates at
the water treatment conferences organized by
SEDAPAL for industry. During 2012, the regulations for
industrial discharges entered into force. SEDAPAL
seeks to enforce them with the large industries that
discharge into the rivers Rimac, Lurin and Chillon with
no treatment.

In Uruguay, we are working with concessionaires of
the expansion of the Montevideo and Punta Sayago
ports. In particular, SERCOBE has presented several
associated companies to Obrinel the grain loading
terminal in the port of Montevideo, and they have
received the award of some contracts.

Among others, we have maintained contact with ANP
(Administración Nacional de Puertos de Uruguay)
inviting its Ppresident to the technical sessions held
in October and organized by SERCOBE in Madrid and
Valencia, so they could see different port
infrastructure solutions that have been implemented
in Spain.

In Argentina, we have promoted the participation of
Spanish companies in agro-industrial projects, despite
the dire lack of financing.

In Chile, we have met local mining companies to
publicize the capabilities of the Spanish industry in
this sector.

In Venezuela, we have been in contact with the
Ministry of Housing to present solutions of Spanish
companies in the field of modular homes.

We have also maintained contact with CORPOELEC to
promote the participation of Spanish industry in
generation and transmission projects.

In Bolivia, we have continued our contacts with
multilateral institutions (Corporacion Andina de
Fomento, CAF, and Inter-American Development
Bank, IDB).

We have maintained our presence promoting several
projects in the agricultural and construction sectors
and in hydraulic works.

A presentation of Spanish companies was made to
the Bolivian National Statistics Institute so that they
can participate in projects of cadastre
implementation on population and land censuses.

In Colombia the contract with Ecopetrol for the
construction of a 250,000 barrels crude oil tank in
Barrancabermeja has become effective.

In the city of Florence, Department of Caquetá,
opportunities were identified associated to the
slaughterhouse owned by the Cattlemen's
Association.
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LIST OF SERCOBE MEMBER FIRMS 
AS OF THE 30TH OF APRIL 2013

ALKARGO, S. COOP.

ANDALUCIA DE ELECTRICIDAD, S.A.

ANDRITZ HYDRO, S.L.

APLICACIONES TECNOLOGICAS, S.A.

ARFLU, S.A.

ARIZAGA, BASTARRICA Y CIA., S.A.*

ASEA BROWN BOVERI, S.A.

ASTHOR AGRICOLA, S.A.

ASTILLEROS DE MURUETA

BABCOCK WANSON ESPAÑA, S.A.

BROAD TELECOM, S.A.

CEMENGAL, S.A.

CENTUNION ESPAÑOLA DE
COORDINACIÓN TÉCNICA Y
FINANCIERA, S.A.

CIRPROTEC, S.L.

COBRA GRUPO

COLDKIT, S.L.U.*

CONSTRUCTORA DE CALAF, S.A.U.

CORPORACIÓN ALBATROS

CUÑADO, S.A.

DESARROLLOS ECOLÓGICOS E 
INDUSTRIALES, S.A. - DEISA

DESMET BALLESTRA ESPAÑA, S.A.

DIMETRONIC, S.A.

DURO FELGUERA, S.A.*

ELECNOR, S.A.*

ELECTRA MOLINS, S.A.

ELECTRO TALLERES ZARAUZ, S.A.

ELECTROTECNICA ARTECHE HNOS., S.L.*

EMERSON Network Power, S.A.

EMTE SISTEMAS, S.A.U.*

EQUIPOS NUCLEARES, S.A.

ESINDUS, S.A.*

ESTAMPACIONES MODERNAS, S.L.

EUROPEA DE CONSTRUCCIONES 
METALICAS, S.A.

FABRICACIONES METALICAS 
MORENO, S.A.

FAGOR ARRASATE S. COOP. *

* Our thanks to the companies providing graphic material
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FLAT PRODUCTS ENGINEERING, S.L.

FOSTER WHEELER ENERGÍA, S.A.

FUNTAM, S.A.

GE Power Management, S.A.

G.H. ELECTROTERMIA, S.A.

GICALLA, S.A.

GRUBER HERMANOS, S.A.

GRUPO VALVOSPAIN, S.L.

HEGAZ

HEYMO INGENIERIA, S.A.*

HONEYWELL, S.A.

IBERICA DE APARELLAJES, S.L.

IMPROEQUIPE INGENIERÍA, S.L.
(NOVARGI)

INAEL ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS, S.A.

INCOESA GESTIÓN, S.A.

INDUSTRIAS DUERO, S.A.

INDUSTRIAS JOVIR, S.L.

INDUSTRIAS MECANICAS DE
EXTREMADURA, S.A.*

INDUSTRIAS MECANO-ELÉCTRICAS
FONTECHA YÉBENES, S.L. (IMEFY)

INDUSTRIAS METÁLICAS INTEGRALIA, S.L.

INGENIERIA INDUSTRIAL 
EXPORTADORA, S.L.

INGENIERÍA Y DISEÑO EUROPEO, S.A.

INGETEAM, S.A.

ISOFOTON, S.A.

ISOLUX INGENIERIA, S.A.

ISOWAT MADE, S.L.

ITK INGENIERIA, S.A.

ITURRI, S.A.

JIMENEZ BELINCHON, S.A.

KALFRISA, S.A.

LA FARGA TUB, S.L.U.

LA MAQUINISTA VALENCIANA, S.A.

LABORATORIO ELECTROTECNICO, S.C.C.L.

LAYBOX, S.L.

LLOYD'S REGISTER ESPAÑA, S.A.

* Our thanks to the companies providing graphic material
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LOINTEK INGENIERIA Y TECNICAS 
DE MONTAJE, S.L.

MANUFACTURAS ELECTRICAS, S.A.U.*

NÚCLEO DE COMUNICACIONES Y
CONTROL

OASA TRANSFORMADORES XXI, S.A.L.

OHL INDUSTRIAL, S.L.

ORMAZABAL COTRADIS 
TRANSFORMADORES, S.L.U.

ORMAZABAL MEDIA TENSIÓN, S.L.U.

P. SALVADOR ROMERO, S.L.

PACECO ESPAÑA, S.A.

PASCH Y CIA., S.A.

PATENTES TALGO, S.L.

PIERALISI ESPAÑA, S.L.

POSTEMEL, S.L.

RC2 INGENIERÍA Y DISEÑO, S.L.

RCCA AVILÉS, S.L.

Riello-ENERDATA

RINGO VALVULAS, S.L.

ROS ROCA, S.A.

ROSAL Instalaciones Agroindustriales, S.A.

RS ISOLSEC, S.L.

SARRALLE EQUIPOS SIDERÚRGICOS, S.L.*

SCHMIDT CLEMENS SPAIN*

SCHNEIDER ELECTRIC ESPAÑA, S.A.*

SCHRÉDER SOCELEC, S.A.

SCHWARTZ HAUTMONT CONSTRUCCS.
METÁLICAS, S.A.

SILOS CÓRDOBA, S.L.*

SISTEMAS AVANZADOS DE CONTROL, S.A.

SOCIEDAD IBÉRICA DE CONSTRUCIONES
ELÉCTRICAS, S.A. - SICE, S.A.*

SOCOMEC IBERICA, S.A.

STEJASA AGREGADOS INDUSTRIALES, S.A.

STOLZ, S.A.*

TAIM WESER, S.A.

TALLERES JESUS ALVAREZ, S.A.

TECNATOM, S.A.

TECNICAS REUNIDAS, S.A.*

TECNOVE, S.A.

TSK ELECTRÓNICA Y ELECTRICIDAD, S.A.

TUBOS REUNIDOS, S.A.

TUINSA NORTE, S.A.

ZIV APLICACIONES Y TECNOLOGIA, S.L.

* Our thanks to the companies providing graphic material
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COLLECTIVE MEMBERS

AGRUPACIÓN DE EMPRESAS
INNOVADORAS DE LA
INFFRAESTRUCTURA DEL
VEHÍCULO ELÉCTRICO - AEDIVE

Spanish Cluster for Electric Vehicle Infrastructure 
Presidency: INAEL SYSTEMS, S.L.
Mr. Ángel Lara
Managing Director: Mr. Arturo Pérez de Lucia
Secretary General: Mr. José Ignacio Pradas Poveda

ASOCIACIÓN DE FABRICANTES
DE BIENES DE EQUIPO
ELÉCTRICOS - AFBEL

Association of Electrical Capital Goods Manufacturers 
Presidency: ORMAZÁBAL
Mr. Guillermo Amánn
Secretary: Ms. Mar Duque

The Association is organised in specialised
committees, listed below, corresponding to their
European counterparts.

– High Voltage Gear
Presidency: Manufacturas Eléctricas, S.A.
Mr. Abdón Quecedo
European Committee: T&D Europe

– Converters
Presidency: ABB
Ms. Montserrat Grimá

– Generating Sets
Presidency: Electra Molins, S.A.
Mr. Víctor Molins

– Lightning Arresters
Presidency: Aplicaciones Tecnológicas, S.A.
Ms. Verónica Pomar

– Smart Grids
Presidency: ZIV
Mr. Rafael Quintanilla

– Uninterrupted Power Systems (UPS)
Presidency: ENERDATA
Mr. José Luis Alvaredo

– Steel Towers
Presidency: IMEDEXSA
Mr. Luis Felipe de la Morena

– Transformers
Presidency: OASA TRANSFORMADORES
Mr. Pedro Díaz de Mendívil
European Committee: T&D Europe

– Internationalization
Presidency: IMEDEXSA
Mr. Luis Felipe de la Morena

ASOCIACIÓN ESPAÑOLA DE
FABRICANTES DE ESTRUCTURAS
METÁLICAS PARA USOS
ELÉCTRICOS - AFEME

Spanish Association of Manufacturers of Steel Structures
for Electrical Use
Presidency: IMEDEXA
Mr. Luis Felipe de la Morena 
Manager: Ms. Mar Duque

ASOCIACIÓN ESPAÑOLA DE
FABRICANTES DE ILUMINACIÓN -
ANFALUM
Spanish Association of Manufactures
of Lighting Equipment 
Presidency: CARANDINI, S.A.
Ms. Pilar Vázquez
Manager: Mr. Alfredo Berges

ASOCIACIÓN DE FABRICANTES
DE SISTEMAS DE CONDUCCIÓN
DE CABLES Y ELEMENTOS
ASOCIADOS - ASICOC

Association of Manufacturers of Cable Transmission
Systems and Associated Elements 
Presidency: UNEX APARELLAJE ELÉCTRICO, S.L.
Mr. José Más Junyent

SPECIAL GROUPS WITHIN SERCOBE
Each group is integrated by capital goods manufacturing
companies of the specialisations listed below.

GRUPO DE MAQUINARIA DE OBRAS PÚBLICAS
Public Works Machinery Group
Specialisations: excavation, compaction, concrete and
paving, crushing and classification
Presidency: CORINSA
Mr. José Gil Rivera
Manager: Ms. Flavia Rodríguez

AGRUPACIÓN DE TRATAMIENTO DE AGUAS
Grouping of Water Treatment 
The group includes companies involved in
engineering, manufacturing and erection of water
treatment plants for proposal and make-up, city and
industrial wastewater, and sea water desalination. 
Secretary General: Ms. María Eugenia Díaz

GRUPO DE MANUTENCIÓN
Group of Handling Equipment
Specialisations: Continuous and discontinuous
handling and storage facilities and industrial vehicles.
Presidency: TALLERES JASO, S.A.
Mr. Rafael Iruin 
Manager: Ms. Flavia Rodríguez
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